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Although the topic of my study deals with the 
Socio-linguistic analysis of female's speech of Urdu 
speaking community, for the purpose of better result and 
understanding, the speech of both the males and the females 
has been collected and analysed. 
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Sociolinguistics has been defined as the study of 
language in its social context. The study of language in its 
social context means crucially the study of linguistic 
variation. In different social contexts an individual will 
speak in different ways - this is called stylistic 
variation. Moreover speakers who differ froin each other in 
terms of age, sex, social class, ethnic group for example, 
will also differ from each other in their speech, even in 
the same context - this is called social variation. 
Sociolinguists are interested in both stylistic and social 
variations. 
Sociolinguists analyse speech in order to show 
that linguistic variation does not occur randomly but is 
structured; the aim of sociolinguistics is to expose the 
orderly heterogeneity of the normal speech community. Unlike 
theoretically inclined linguists concentrate on the 
imaginary sentences of the ideal speaker - hearer in a 
homogenous speech community. Sociolinguists choose to 
grapple with the utterances of real speakers in real 
(heterogeneous) speech communities. 
Sociolinguists are principally interested in the 
vernacular that is, speech used spontaneously among people 
who know each other well. They have devised all sorts of 
ways of getting at the vernacular, ranging from the rapid 
and anonymous survey to long term participant observation. 
In a rapid and anonymous survey, the researcher in guise of, 
for example, a shopper, asks a question or questions 
designed to elicit a response of sociolinguistic interest 
and then discreetly notes the response in notebook. In a 
study involving long term participant observation the 
researcher interacts with a group of informants over a long 
period of time, becoming so familiar that his presence 
becomes acceptable and even the use of taperecorder gets 
ignored. Even when using the standard interview, 
sociolinguists have structured it to elicit both formal and 
less-formal styles by, for example, asking informants to 
recount a story about something that happened to them: the 
use of a personal narrative tends to reduce self-
consciousness in speech, allowing the informants to relapse 
into normal speech. This methodological inventiveness has 
been stimulated by socio-linguist's sensitivity to the 
observer's paradox - which is the problem faced by 
researchers who want to observe how people behave when they 
are not being observed. 
Socioliguists use sampling techniques whereby 
informants are selected at random. Samples selected reflect 
the composition of the community in terms of age, social 
class, sex, etc. 
More recent sociolinguistic work has focussed on 
the peer group; here selection of informants is not random, 
but can be justified in terms of the objectives of such 
studies. 
Sociolinguistics deals with the connections 
between the structure vocabularies, the ways of using 
language and also the role of males and females who speak 
these languages. Do men and women speak differently ? There 
are evidences from anthropology, dialectology, 
sociolinguistics and social psychology that the language of 
women and men does differ. 
Many studies have been conducted in this area by 
scholars like Taylor (1951), Haas (1944), Lakoff 
(1973),Dixon (1971), Brend (1975) etc. These studies have 
shown that women's language shows certain linguistic 
characteristics which represent and reflect their place and 
position in the society. 
(A) Differences between the language of the sex An 
Overview 
In what way the females speech is different from 
males? Are these differences purely hypothetical constructs? 
What are the sociolinguistic explanations given to these 
differences? The following overview provides an account of 
the differences between the language of the sex. It has been 
observed that women have a greater tendency to ask 
questions. As Fishman comments "at times I feel that all 
women did was to ask questions" (1978: 404). They are more 
likely than men to make utterances that demand or encourage 
responses from their fellow speakers and are therefore in 
Fishman's words "more actively engaged in insuring 
interaction than the men" (1978: 404). They also show a 
greater tendency to make use of positive minimal responses 
especially 'mm, hmm' and are more likely to insert such 
comments throughout streams of talk rather than (simply) at 
the end. 
The strategy of 'silent protest' seems to be 
operative in women's speech. They adopt this strategy after 
they have been interrupted or have received a delayed 
minimal response (Zimmerman & West 1975; West & Zimmerman 
1977: 524). 
According to Herschman (1973: 6) women have a far 
greater tendency to use the pronouns 'you' and 'we' which 
explicitly acknowledge the existence of the other speaker. 
In the article "Some problems in the 
sociolinguistics explanation of sex differences" Deborah 
Cameron and Jennifer Coates (1985) found that women on 
average deviate less from the prestige standard than men. 
Upholding of standard usage is typically true for every 
social class in modern urban societies and may even be 
discerned in a fair number of other cultures and certain 
communities. According to Cameron & Coates three 
explanations may be given for this persistent difference : 
(1) Conservatism (women stick to older forms because they 
are more conservative). 
(2) Status (women speak more correctly because they are 
sensitive to the social connotations of speech) 
(3) Solidarity (women do not experience the same pressure 
as men to adhere to vernacular norms). 
(1) ConservatisB : 
Conservatism, although provides a viable 
explanation, is rife with self-contradiction. For example. 
Otto Jesperson (1922: 24) on the one hand asserts that 
women's conservatism and modesty prevent them from 
innovating in language while he praises men for coining new 
fresh expressions. On the other hand in the 18th century at 
the height of the struggle to fix the language, women were 
blamed for introducng new and ephemeral items into the 
English lexicon and men were supposed to have guarded the 
purity of standard language 
Trudgill (1974: 90) cites the example of Koasati 
and Chukchi as cases where the women's speech preserves 
older forms i.e. being conservative. Some dialectologists 
like Jaberg, Judd & Pop choose women as informants because 
their speech is more conservative while Gilieron in France 
considers women as poor informants, by virtue of not being 
conservative. 
(2) Status : 
The status explanation of linguistic sex 
difference is very much tied up with an approach to 
variation based on social stratification (Labov, 1972, 
Trudgill, 1974 a). Surveys using this approach have produced 
the result that women have higher values than men for 
prestige variants and correspondingly lower values for 
vernacular variants. But women also show more marked 
patterns of style shift. This leads to disbelief of any 
notion of conservatism and leads to a belief that women may 
by hypercorrecting, i.e. trying to gain status through 
their speech patterns. 
Trudgill speculates that women may be more status 
conscious than men partly because society sets higher 
standards for female behaviour and because women's lifestyle 
confers very little status in itself (Trudgill 1974: 94). 
They are thus under pressure to acquire status by other 
means such as their speech patterns. Their sensitivity to 
linguistic norms is associated with the insecurity of their 
social positions. Such insecurity on the part of wonen 
offers a clear parallel with the lower middle class, who of 
course provide the classic example of hyper correct 
linguistic behaviour. 
Women use fewer stigmatized forms and more 
prestige forms in every social class. It is no more 
justifiable to call this pattern of female usage 
hypercorrect than it would be to call in relation to that of 
th working class. The notion of women's sensitivity to 
prestige orms is an explanation that arises from the 
intrinsic maleness of the norms. Men's lingistic behaviour 
is seen as normal, but when women's differ, it has to be 
explained. 
If women's speech is closer to the standard, while 
men use more stigmatized forms, why do women in fact not 
have more prestige than men? The answer according to many 
linguists is that stigmatized variants and non-standard 
varieties generally posses covert prestige. 
Trudgill (1972) linked the notion of covert 
prestige with the difference he observed in his Norwich 
survey. He argued that Non-standard language is associated 
with working class culture and has connotation of 
masculinity. Thus men are more influenced by vernacular 
norms than women and produce more non-standard variants. 
Associating vernacular with masculinity has some 
implications: by this working class women are kept outside 
working class culture also men are the standard from which 
women can only deviate i.e the possibility of norms that are 
sex and class specific is never entertained. Working class 
culture and male culture are assumed to be one and the same 
thing. 
In this status-based explanations of linguistic 
sex-differences methodology is also partly questionable. 
Both Trudgill and Labov use a standard sociological model 
which places heavy emphasis on occupation as an indication 
of social class. But this model on which all their sex 
difference findings depend itself uses sex differentiated 
criteria. Men are rated on their occupations as an indicator 
of social class, but women are classed with the men whom 
they are assumed to be dependent. 
It can hardly be denied that there is a problem 
for sociolinguist in using the traditional model which takes 
the family as the primary unit of stratification especially 
at a time when our traditional concept of the family (man as 
the only bread winner) is breaking down. Under the 
circumstances it would be interesting to see whether a 
social ambition measure applied to all individual would 
produce significant sex differences. 
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(3) Solidarity : 
Lesley Milroy (1980: 194) asserts the importance 
of solidarity as a factor influencing pattern of language 
use. The evidence is that a tight-knit network is an 
important mechanism of language maintenance. The close-knit 
networks to which the men have traditionally belonged serve 
to maintain vernacular norms. Two key notions in the work of 
Milroy are density and mnltiolexitv. Density refers to the 
reciprocal links among a group of people. Multiplexity 
refers to the different kind of links between members of a 
network (they may know each other as relatives, friends, 
neighbours, workmates etc.). 
There are some languages in the world which may be 
pointedly called women's language. Japanese is an 
interesting example for existence of women's language. The 
characteristics which are particularly of female's speech 
and exclusively represent women's speech in Japanese have 
been enumerated by Jorden (qtd in Sridevi, 1991). These are 
as follows : 
1. special self-reference and address forms 
2. special sentence-ending particles and exclamations 
3. a particular pitch range and set of intonations 
4. frequent use of honorific styles 
5. avoidance of 'kango' (Sino-Japanese lexical items) 
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6. and avoidance of vulgar language. 
(B) Characteristics of male's speech 
By and large the differences between the language 
of the sex highlight the characteristics of the female's 
speech. However, there are certain features which may be 
exclusively attributed to male's speech, for example, the 
notion of their interruption. Men are more likely to 
interrupt the speech of their conversational partners i.e. 
the speech of women (Zimmerman & West 1975: West & Zimmerman 
1977; West 1979). 
They may even challenge or dispute their partner's 
utterances or ignore their comments i.e. they would offer no 
response or acknowledgement at all (Hirschman: 1973) or may 
respond unenthusiastically (Fishman 1978) or slowly in what 
has been described as a "delayed minimal response" 
(Zimmerman and West 1975: 118). 
Zimmerman & West (1975) have also pointed out 
certain mechanisms used mostly by men as compared to women 
for controlling the topic of development and the 
introduction of new topics. 
Finally, men make more direct declarations of fact 
or opinion than women, including suggestions, and 
"statements of orientation" as Strodbeck and Mann (1958) 
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describe then or "statements of focus and directions" as 
they are described by Soskin & John (1963). 
(C> Differences discerned at different linguistic levels : 
The differences between the males and females 
language can be discerned at different levels of 
linguistics. 
(i) Phonological differences : 
The phonological differences between the speech of 
males and females have been noticed in a variety of 
languages, for instance, the Chukchi language, spoken in 
Eastern Siberia, varies phonologically depending on the sex 
of the speaker, females generally use /s/ where males use 
[ts] or [r]. For example the word for 'people' is pronounced 
as : 
ysuasn. men 
/samkissin/ /ramkitsin/ 'people' 
Men and women of the Gros Ventre tribe in Montana 
have differences in the pronunciations. The velar plosive 
/k/ is replaced by an affricate in the men's speech, for 
example: 
women jnen. 
/wakinsihiOa/ /wadinsihiQa/ 'new born child' 
/kjasta/ /djasta/ 'bread' 
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In fact, in this community anyone who uses the 
wrong pronunciation is considered to be bisexual by the 
older members of the tribe so the fear of being laughed at 
for such errors has helped to erode the use of the language 
by the younger generation who tend to speak. English. 
In Yukhagir a north-east Asian language, both 
women and children have /ts/ and /dz/ whereas men have /tj/ 
and /do/. Old people of both sexes have a corresponding /cj/ 
and /jj/ which shows that difference is not only sex related 
but also age-graded. Coming to an Indo-Aryan language family 
in Bengal, men often substitute /I/ for initial /n/ whereas 
women and children and uneducated do not do so (Jennifer 
Coates 1986). 
(ii) Morphological differences : 
At the morphological level also the 
males and females differ with each other. A language 
described by Edward Sapir which is spoken by the Yanas 
(California) where the language spoken by men is different 
morphologically from that used in other situations (from men 
to women, and women to men, and women to women). Here the 
words which are used in this men to men variety are longer 
than those in communal language. In some cases the men add a 
suffix to the primary form, following a rule which can 
roughly be stated here: "when a word in the communal 
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language ends with a long vowel, a diphthong or a consonant 
or if the word is a monosyllable the men's language adds a 









"When a word in the men's language ends in a short 
vowel /a,i,u/ this vowel is lost and the preceding consonant 
becomes voiceless" thus 
/b,d,g,dz/ + short vowel > /p't'k'ts'/ 
for example : 
/gagi/ > /gak'/ 'crow' 
/p'adza/ > /pa'ts'/ 'snow' 
Another rule can be accounted for by the 
principle of morphophonemic economy (the tendency of all 
languages for words to get simplified): 
cf omnibus > bus 
refrigerator > fridge etc. 
Mens language seem to preserve historically older 
forms. Sapir suggested that the reduced female forms 
symbolize wome's lower status; the men's fuller forms are 
associated with ceremony and formality. This is an 
interesting case of male spech being associated with 
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conservatism and linguistic purity characteristics now 
conventionally associated with women's language. 
Among Koasati, a Muskogean Indian tribe in 
Louisiana, certain forms of verbs change according to the 
sex of the speaker. Like where the women's forms end in 
nasalised vowel, the men's form ends in -s for e.g. : 
Hxmsn msn 
/lakawtakkfl/ /lakawtakk'i^s/ 'I am not lifting it' 
/lakawwa/ /lakaww'ae/ 'He will lift it' 
/ka/ /ka.s/ 'He is saying' 
And where the women's form has the falling pitch-
stress on, its final syllable and ends in a short vowel 
followed by /I/ the men's form involves high pitch-stress 
and replaces /I/ with /s/ example : 
A 
« /lakawwil/ /lakawwis/ 'I am lifting it' 
/molhil/ /molhis/ 'We are peeling it 
/lakawh^l/ /lakawhos/ 'Lift it'! (to 2nd 
person plural) 
In this community the women's language is 
conservative and represents an earlier stage in the 
language. Haas found out that only older women were 
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maintaining the distinction; the younger women used the 
men's forms. 
Kurux, a Dravidian tribal language spoken in 
Bihar, Orissa, Bengal and Madhya Pradesh shows difference in 
the use of language among males and females. According to 
Abbi (1991) Kurux women speakers have distinct set of 
grammatical rules operating in verb endings, demonstrative 
pronominals and some nominals. The rules are such formed 
that men to men, women to women or women to men 
conversations differ in lexical and grammatical forms. 
Women use different plural suffixes than their 

















P9e.gi = ^  :ldC 
n>lu: dl-aC-
kukkoe: x^ dd'aC 
p^cc :a.: I'^S 
Similarly, women use ibr-^ v 'this' (proximate); 
hubr^V 'that' (located halfway between proximate and remote) 
and dhr^z 'that' (remote) while men use ibrar. huhrar and 
a hjiax. respectively. 
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(iii) Lexical differences : 
In most languages, the pronouns system marks sex 
distinctions in the 3rd person (e.g. he/She') but the 
distinction is less commonly made in the first and second 
persons where sex of speaker is involved. Japanese is a 
language which marks sex in all three persons of the 
pronoun. (Bodine: 1975 a). The first person from Hatakushi 
which can be used by either male and female speakers but 
male speakers use bo'ku and women atashi (an abbreviated 
form of Watakushi^. There are two second person pronouns: 
anata which can be used to male and female addressee and 
EJJILI, a from used exclusively by men when addressing men or 
women of equal or inferior rank. 
In his work on Trobriand islanders, Malinowski 
(1929 quoted in Yaguello 1978) established that their 
kinship terminology organised on the basis of two criteria : 
(1) Same / different sex 
(2) Older/ Younger 
This means that the words for sister, for example 
will vary depending on the sex of speaker and according to 
whether the speaker is older or younger than the sibling. 
For the relationship involving the term Sister, 
the Trobrianders have three terms namely Lugata. tuwagu. 
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bwadagu. They make no distinctions between a man's sister 
and a women's brother (both are Lugata^. nor between a man's 
brother and woman's sister if the age difference is the 
same in both cases (tiiwagu or bwadagu >. 
Colour terms : 
Females and males seem to include different 
lexical sets in their total repertoire depending on the 
range and kinds of field they are involved in. Lakoff's best 
known example is that of colour terms which according to 
her, are used more confidently by females than males. There 
are some colour terms which are common to both for example 
red, green, pink, blue but there are some colour terms which 
are exclusively used by females for example : beige, 
magenta, fawn, ultramarine. 
Particles -* 
Besides colour terms, we also find differences 
between the speech of women and that of men in the use of 
particles that grammarians often describe as meaningless. 
There may be no referent for them, but they are far from 
meaningless: they define the social context of an utterance, 
indicate the relationship the speaker feels between himself 
and his addressee, between himself and what he is talking 
about. For example a female might say : 
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nh dear, vnn've out the Pftanut. hnt.ter in ths refrigerator 
again. 
whereas a male will say : 
Shit, you've put the peanut butter in the refrigerator 
Kvalnative AdientivRR : 
Similar sorts of desparities exist elsewhere in 
the vocabulary. For instance, a group of adjectives which 
have, besides their specific and literal meanings, another 
use, that of indicating speaker's approbation or admiration 
for something. Some of these adjectives are neutral as to 
sex of speaker, either men or women may use them. But 
another set seems, in its figurative use, to be largely 
confined to women's speech. For example: 






(iv) Syntactic differenneR : 
We may find that synctactically too women's speech 
is peculiar. Although there is no such rule in English that 
19 
is exclusive to male or female, atleast one rule that a 
woman use in more conversational situation than a man is a 
tag question, for example, for a simple strong sentence like 
"war is terrible a woman might say "war is terrible. jsn.'t 
it? (Lakoff: 19). ^  
/ 
(D) Language & Sex : A Case of Double Standards 
Literature dealing with language of sex is 
replete with certain contradictions reflecting double 
standards- an attitude that may be atributed to male 
dominance. 
On the other hand their (women's) conservatism is 
applauded since it is through conservatism that they ar^ 
able to maintain and uphold certain standards, on the other 
hand the same conservatism becomes a disqualification as it 
hinders the process of innovation. The simultaneity with 
which women are praised for conserving the traditional forms 
of language and condemned for not allowing innovations to 
occur is nothing but an act of contradiction. Such 
contradiction may also be discerned at the level of spelling 
and pronunciation. There are some who found women's 
pronunciation to be exemplary while there are others who 
mocked it as ignorant, abrasive and sloppy. Some considered 
women to be poor spellers, others found them better spellers 
than men. 
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Certain beliefs and myths are generated with a 
view to further intensify the binarity of opposition between 
'we' and 'they' and situate women out of the precints of 
male discourse. 
Men generally consider women's language very 
illogical and contradictory. For as opposed to men, women 
base their ideas on stereotyped notions of human behaviour 
devoid of and even incapable of logical thinking. 
As part of their belief and myth the normative 
behaviour of interaction are evolved by men to which women 
are expected to observe. 'Silence' is one such device used 
extensively by men against women and prescribed vociferously 
by them as part of their moral teaching. Since the 14th 
century the etiquette books advised women to speak as little 
as possible. It was their duty to listen to their fathers 
and husbands. Harriet Lane (1922) also suggests women to 
keep silent. According to him "You can make your eyes smile, 
speak for you and say more perhaps than words could 
express". 
The ambivalent position of women in Indian Society 
has further added impetus to the double standardness and 
contradiction. On the one hand she has scaled the heights of 
glory enjoying the status of a goddess and mother while on 
the other hand she has faced the depths of degradation hence 
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being looked down upon as an object of sex and libidinal 
satisfaction. If at one time she was an. active and equal 
partner of all the vedic rituals, at other time she was not 
allowed to learn even their sacred language, Sanskrit. The 
language of the Medieval Indian drama clearly testifies that 
even the women of higher class of the society were not 
allowed to speak Sanskrit. They used to speak the language 
of the people of lower class. This clearly reflects the 
social stratification and sex discrimination even in the 
choice of the language and its use even in the modern period 
this tendency of sex discrimination is prevalent as it is 
well known that the literacy rate among the women in India 
is much low. We see the typical parental view in our daily 
life that they support boys education and discourage the 
girls from going to school as their social role is 
predetermined and limited to child rearing and house 
keeping. Tolkappiyam imposes restrictions on the way a woman 
should talk while a man can speak anything he wants to 
and express his knowledge a woman can speak only on a few 
subjects limited to the family circle, e.g. :-
kilavi collin avalari kil«vi 
"women should speak only known subjects" 
kilavorkkavin uranotu kilakkum 
"man should speak anything to express his knowledge" 
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The silent females are considered to be the ideal 
ones. Juan Louisivines (1523) asserts that silence is a 
women's noblest ornament and he warns his female readers not 
to speak in front of males. 
Women's speech has been perceived not just as 
different but as dangerous. According to Camden, when the 
Celtic Britains were forced from their homeland in the 5 
century Germanic invasion then on the way they married 
strange women and cut their tongues, so that they may not 
corrupt the languages of their children. 
J.B. Du Tertre (1654) writes about the Caribs that 
the women had a language different from men and it was a 
sort of crime to speak otherwise among themselves when they 
are not obliged to converse with the men. We see that males 
understand the females language even then they avoid using 
it or even admitting that they understand it and invented 
Jargon which was not understood by women. 
Max Muller recognises the exclusion of women from 
certain aspects of language and he allows women a greater 
role in language development. Although he does not have as 
high an opinion of the feminine in language as of the 
masculine, he does concede that women influence the progress 
of language and he even admits that their idioms are to be 
found in public as well as domestic language. 
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(E) Stereotypes attached to the differences 
There are several stereotypes attached to the 
gender differences which range from linguistic to extra 
linguistic considerations. As part of these stereotypes, 
women were admonished to suffer in silence and the penalties 
for failing to heed these instructions were severe. 
(i) Effeminate language •' 
According to Bernstein all forms of aggressive, 
assertive, hostile and vigorous language were defined as 
acceptable for men and placed under taboo for women. The men 
tend to avoid words that sound feminine or weak. 
School words tend to be the words of women. Boys 
usually prefer tough and colourful short words while 
teachers and girls lean towards longer and floral synonyms. 
(ii) Emotive language : 
Havelock Ellis (1894) considers laanguage of males 
as abstract, rational, and creative while the language of 
females are considered to be emotional, practical, receptive 
and concrete. 
(iii) Refined language : 
Edward T.Hall (1986) presumes that women are more 
concerned with refinement in language than men. There are 
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certain expressions which may be attributed to women as part 
of their use of refined language. For example, the 
distinction between may and can in which the former denotes 
"ability" while the latter,^ denotes "permission". Hall 
attributes to women the usage distinction maintained between 
can and mav and opines that men and boys use QSJL while 
women and girls use may. 
(iv) Phonetic stereotype: 
Jonathan Swift (1955) in an experiment, asked a 
number of males and females to write a series of non-sense 
words and found out that men used more consonants while the 
women used more vowels and liquids and produced a string 
that resembled Italian, but according to Elizabeth Elstob, 
there are many examples of women whose writings abound 
consonants. 
Benajah Jay Antrim (1843) assumes that vowels are 
feminine "because they are the soft and delicate voices" and 
consonants are masculine "because they are more harsh and 
irregular" (Baron 1986). 
James Buchanan contends that women exhibit 
"improper pronunciation, lack a natural, easy and graceful 
variation of the voice". 
7J, 
Thomas Wilson (1724) complains that because 
women's education is neglected "many a pretty lady, by the 
silliness of words, lost the admiration which her face has 
gained" (Baron 1986). 
(v) Regjstral stereotype : 
The idea that women know fewer words than men is 
related to general stereotype of women conservatism. 
Wilfred asserts that there are certain words that 
are exclusive to women's repertoires, for example, adorable, 
sweet, precious, cunning, cute etc. They also use French 
colour terms as beige, mauve which means nothing to men and 
men always avoid such feminine terms. 
Joseph Jastrov asked a group of 50 males and 
females to write a list of 100 unconnected words and found 
out that men's words came in descending order of frequency 
under the categories of the animal kingdom, proper names, 
verbs, implements and utensil adjectives, the vegetable 
kingdom, geography and landscape features. Women had a 
greater tendency to refer to wearing apparel and fabrics, 
interior furnishing, foods, building material, stationary, 
the arts, amusements and kiship. The greatest difference 
appeared in the area of food: women used 179 words to refer 
to food while men used only 53. 
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According to Flexner, women do not develop their 
own slangs as they stay at home but learn them from their 
husbands. He finds that even the working women do not 
develop their slangs because either they have short careers 
or they are also less involved in their jobs. He believes 
that men use slangs for its shock value, its expression of 
action or violence. 
(F) CoiuDanicative Conpetence of females & nales : 
The term communicative competence was first used 
by Dell Hymes (1972). In Chomsky's views child internalises 
a set of rules which enable her/him to produce grammatical 
sentences while according to Hymes, the child learn not just 
grammar, but also sense of appropriateness. It is not 
sufficient for the child to be linguistically competent in 
order to function in the real world; he/she must also have 
learned when to speak when to remain silent what to talk 
about how to talk about it in different circumstances, etc. 
According to Jennifer Coates (1986) the sex 
differences prevail in communicative competence. Sex 
differences in communicative competence are part of folk 
knowledge. We all believe that women talk more than men, 
that women gossip, that men swear more than women, that 
women are more polite and so on. Research in this area often 
directly challenges cultural stereotypes, since much of the 
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folklore associated with male/female differences turns to be 
false. 
1. Turn taking in Conversation : 
(i) Overlaps & Interruptions 
It is generally presumed that participants in 
conversation anticipate the end of the current turn by using 
syntactic and semantic clues. 
The ability to anticipate the end of a speakers 
turn means that one turn follow another very smoothly often 
with no intervening pause. Zimmerman & West examined 
irregularities in the transcribed conservations. They 
observed profound differences between the conversation 
involving two speakers of the same sex and those involving 
one speaker of each sex. The two sorts of irregularities 
they identified are called over laps, and interruptions. 
Overlaps are instances of slight over-anticipation 
by the next speaker: instead of beginning to talk 
immediately following current speaker's turn next speaker 
begins to speak at the very end of current speaker's turn, 
overlapping the last word. 
Interruptions, on the other hand, are violations 
of the turn taking rules of conversation. Next speaker 
begins to speak while current speaker is still speaking. 
Interruptions break the symmetry of the conversational 
model. 
Zimmerman & West (1975:105-29) analysed the 
conversation and suggested that the major chunk of the 
overlaps were caused by the male speakers and these 
interruptions were cases of man interrupting the women. They 
also observed that men rarely interrupt one another; it is 
when they are talking to woman they use interruptions. 
This is a clear indication that in a mixed -sex 
conversation men infringe women's right to finish a turn. 
Conversely, the less indulgence in overlaps or interruptions 
by women in conversation with men suggests women's concern 
with the conversational norms. Unlike men, they do not 
violate the rules and they wait until the conversation is 
completed by men. Since most interruptions are produced by 
men the speakers who fall silent are usually women. 
2. Minimal responses : 
Silence, according to Zimmerman & West, may not 
emanate only from interruptions or overlaps, but also from 
delayed minimal responses like hmm and mm, and the average 
periodicity in silence may differ depending upon the nature 
of the participants. For example, in single sex. 
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conservations the silence lasted for 1.35 seconds as 
compared to 3.21 seconds in mixed sex conservation. 
3. Topic control 
When talking to women, men seem to use not only 
interruptions, overlaps and delayed minimal responses but 
also deny women the right to control the topic of 
conversation. Men disobey the normal turn-taking rules in 
order to control topics. Control of topics is normally 
shared equally between participants in a conversation. In 
conversation between speakers of the same sex, this seems to 
be the pattern; but when one speaker is male and one female, 
male speaker tends to dominate. 
4. Hedges : 
It is also claimed that when women speak they make 
their utterances more tentative by using form-hedges-such 
as, you know, sort of. .iust in sentences like : It was you 
know, very interesting. 
Fishman (1980) taped the daily conservations of 3 
American couples and found out that the women used vou know 
5 times more than men. 
5. Verbosity 
There is a widespread belief in our society that 
women talk more than men, yet research findings consistently 
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contradict this. Men have been shown to talk more than women 
in sittings as diverse as staff meetings, television panel 
discussion, experimental pairs and in spontaneous 
conversation. When asked to describe 3 pictures male 
subjects tool an average 13.00 minutes per picture compared 
with 3.17 minutes per female subjects (Swaker 1975). 
8. Tag Questions : 
A tag question, in its usage as well as in its 
syntactic shape (in English), is midway between an outright 
statement and a yes-no question; it is less assertive than 
the former, but more confident than the latter. A tag 
question, being intermediate between these, is used when the 
speaker is stating the claim but lack confidence, in the 
truth of that claim (Dubois & Crouch 1975). 
Lakoff suggested that women are perceived as 
expressing themselves in a more tentative way than men. 
According to Lakoff tag question decrease the strength of 
assertion. 
Seigler & Seigler (1976) presented students with 
16 sentences, 4 of which were assertions with tag-questions. 
The students were asked to guess whether a women or a man 
produced the sentences originally. The results supported the 
Lakoff's hypothesis. 
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While it is generally assumed that there is a 
connection between tag questions and female linguistic 
usage, one of the rare studies which set out to test this 
assumption emperically found it unproven. 
Dubois & Crouch (1975) used as their data the 
discussion sessions following various formal papers given 
at a day conference. They tested all the formal tag 
questions (such as 'probably Industrial too, isn't if!i as 
well as 'informal tags' (such as Right" Q.K? as in that's 
not too easy, ri^ht?). 
A total number of 33 tag questions were recorded 
(17 formal and 16 informal) and these were all produced by 
men. 
Holmes (1984) analysed tags according to whether 
they express primarily modal or affective meaning. Tags with 
primarily modal meaning signal the speakers degree of 
certainty about the proposition expressed She's coming 
around noon isn't she? (Husband to wife concering expected 
guest), such tags can be described as speaker oriented since 
they ask the addressee to confirm the speakers proposition. 
Tags whose primary function is affective express the 
speaker's atitude to the addressee (and are therfore 
addessee oriented). They do this either by supporting the 
addressee (facilitative tags) The hens brown isn't she? 
(Teacher to pupil) or by softening the force of negatively 
effective speech acts : That was pretty silly isn't it? 
(Older child to younger friend) 
7. Questions 
Fishman (1980) analysed the transcripts of couples 
in conversation for questions as well as for vou know. She 
looked at yes/no questions such as did vou see Sarah last 
nii^ ht ? as well as at tag question. The women in her sample 
used three times as many tags and yes/no questions as the 
men. During the 12 1/2 hours of conversation transcribed, a 
total of 373 questions were asked, of which women asked 263 
(2 1/2 times as many as men). 
Such findings so far suggests that women use 
interrogative forms more than men and that this may reflect 
women's relative weakness in interactive situations; they 
exploit questions and tags in order to keep conversation 
going. 
8. CoBBands and directives : 
We can define a directive as a speech act which 
tries to get someone to do something. Goodwin (1980) 
observed the group play of girls and boys and noticed that 
the boys used different sorts of directives from the girls. 
The boys used explicit commands :-
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(a) Michael: Gimme the pliers (Poochie gives pliers to 
Michael) 
(b) Huav : Get off mv steps (Poochie moves down the steps) 
Michael, the leader of the group often supported 
his commands with statements of his own desires : 
<c) Michael; Gimme the wire — Look man I HaiXt the wire 
cutter right now. 
The girls by contrast, typically used directives 
such as the following : 
(a) Terry; Hey v'all let's use these first and then come 
back and get the rest Cuz its too many of 'em. 
(b) Sharon: Let's go around Subs and Suds. 
Pam : Let's ask her ^Do vou have any bottles ? 
The form let's is hardly used by boys: it 
explicitly includes the speaker in the proposed action. The 
girls use of gonna exploits suggestions for future action as 
a form of directve : 
Sharon: He gonna paint 'em and stuff-
The model auxiliaries can and could are also used 
by the girls to suggest rather than demand action: 
Pam: We could gn around looking for some bottles. 
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Sharon : Hev mav be tomorrow we can come U P here and see if. 
thev got some more. 
While Goodwin demonstrates convincingly that the 
girls and boys use different linguistic means to express 
directives when playing in same sex group. She stresses that 
girls are incapable of using more forceful directives in 
other contexts. She argues that the linguistic forms used 
reflect the social organization of the group: the boys group 
is hierarchically organised with leaders using very strong 
directives to demonstrate control, while the girls group is 
non-hierarchical with all girls participating in decision 
making on an equal basis. 
9. Swearing and taboo language : 
The folk linguistic belief that man swear more 
than women and use more taboo words is widespread. Flexner 
claims that 'most American slang is created and used by 
males'. Lakoff (1975) also claimed that man use stronger 
expletives (damn, shut) than women (oh dear, goodness) but 
her evidence is purely impressionistic. 
Kramer (1974) analysed cartoon from The New 
Yorker. She found that cartoonists make their male 
characters swear much more freely than the females 
characters. Labov (1971:207) says in middle class groups 
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women generally show much familiarity with and much less 
tolerance for non-standard grammar and taboo. 
Gomm (1981) recorded 14 conversation between young 
British speakers and found that male speakers swear more 
often than the female speakers. Moreover, both women and men 
swear more in the company of their own sex; male usage of 
swear word in particular drops drammatically in mixed sex 
conversations. 
10. Politeness : 
Notwithstanding the belief that women are more 
polite than men. Brown's (1980) study of the language of 
women and men in Mayan community in Mexico, sugests that the 
level of politeness depends on the social relationship of 
the participants. This means that linguistic markers of 
politeness are a good indication of social relationship of 
the participants. 
Brown tested 3 hypothesis and confirmed the first 
one that women do use more particles. However, her data did 
not confirm her other 2 hypothesis that : 
(1) Women use more strenthening particles when speaking to 
women 
(2) women use more weakening particles when speaking to men. 
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11. Powerless and powerful language : 
O'Barr and Atkins (1980) argue the powerless 
language has been confused with women's language because, in 
societies like ours, women are usually less powerful than 
men. Many women therefore typically use powerless language, 
but this is the result of their position in society rather 
than of their sex. While powerless and powerful language 
often correlate with female and male speakers, it is 
important that sociolinguists and others interested to 
explore male/female differences in language keep the non-
linguistic variables of sex and social status apart. Brown 
argues that negative politeness where the speaker apologizes 
for intruding uses of impersonal structures (such as 
passives) and hedges assertion is found where people are in 
an inferior position in society. O'barr and Atkins (1980) in 
their study of courtroom language observed that manuals for 
lawyers on tactics in court often treated female witnesses 
as special case. This leads to wonder if female witnesses 
differed linguistically from male witnesses. O'Barr and 
Atkins (1980) analysed transcripts of 159 hours of trials in 
a North Carolina Superior Criminal Court, looking at 
features which they call women's language or WL ( and which 
are largely based on Lakoff). They are as follows : 
(1) Hedges e.g sort of, kind of, I guess 
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(2) (Super) polite forms e.g would vou please — , I would 
really appreciate it if... 
(3) Tag questions 
(4) Speaking in Italics e.g. emphatic so and why; 
itonational emphasis is equivalent to underlining word 
in written language 
(5) Empty adjectives e.g. divine, charming, sweet etc. 
(6) Hypercorrect grammar and pronunciation 
(7) Lack of sense of humour e.g. poor at telling jokes 
(8) Direct quotations 
(9) Special vocabulary e.g specialized colour terms 
(10) Questions intonation in a declarative context. 
O'Barr and Atkins argue that Lakoff's description 
of features as women's language is inaccurate. They show 
that the frequency of WL featues in the speech of the 
witnesses in their study correlates not with sex. 
O'Barr and Atkins rename the linguistic features 
normally associated with womens speech Powerless language 
Connie C. Eble and David Shores (1977) discusses 
the two areas of language use in our culture in which the 
most obvious sex linked feature in American English usage is 
the absence of swear words and obscenities in the speech of 
well mannered women but in man's speech this feature is 
present which is not for mixed company. Jokes and vocabulary 
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which are presumably expected among men are indications of 





The aim of present investigation is to study a 
difference between female speech and male speech of Urdu 
speaking community in Aligarh in relation to age and socio-
economic status from socio-linguistic perspective. It is a 
comparative study of male and female speech. 
Sanple : 
Initially a sample of 150 students were selected 
for the study. Among these 78 were boys and 72 were girls. 
Boys were drawn from S.T.High School and girls drawn from 
Abdullah Girls School, A.M.U., Aligarh and both boys and 
girls from Aligarh Public School. The age range of the boys 
and girls was from 14 to 16 years. Both the group of 
subjects were from upper socioeconomic status (USES) and 
Middle socioeconomic status (MSES). The criteria for 
classifying (USES) and (MSES) subjects were the 
parents/guardians income, profession, cultural possessions, 
etc. The USES subjects were representd by the sons/daughters 
or wards of such poeple as the university teachers, 
executive engineers, businessmen etc. The monthly income of 
the parents/guardians was from Rs.4000/- to Rs. 6000/- per 
month. The MSES subjects were the sons/daughters or wards of 
the semi-professionals, school teachers, university clerks 
and their parents/guardians income was from Rs. 2000/- to 
Rs. 3500/-. 
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Following these criteria, the size of the sample 
was reduced. From 150 students it came down to 105 
consisting of 55 boys and 50 girls. In order to equate both 
the group of subjects, 50 boys and 50 girls were retained in 
the final sample. 
Procedure : 
The data was collected in two phases.In the first 
phase, prior to approaching the subjects the investigator 
had approached the teachers of the class and explained the 
purpose of this investigation. The investigator was 
subsequently introduced to the students in order to ensure 
students participation in the discourse. After the initial 
contact, the investigator frequently met the students 
outside their class room hours with a view to become more 
friendly with the participants. In the first round of 
friendly interaction, information pertaining to their name, 
class, parent's name, occupation, income, language (s) known 
etc. were obtained on a biographical questionnaire (See 
Appendix I). In the second phase, the investigator had 
approached those girls and boys who were identified as a 
representative of Upper Socio-economic status (USES) and 
Middle Socio-economic Status (MSES) and frequency of 
interaction with them was further intensified. Through 
conversation and informal chat rapport was established with 
these children. Once the interaction had achieved the point 
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of unreserved and uninhibited acceptance, the subjects were 
thereafter asked very general questions in order to elicit 
their speech to test their knowledge of mother tongue and 
interference of other languages. A list of phonological 
variants comprising (z) (S) (q) (X) (^ ) was supplied in the 
form of text in order to see the difference between boys and 
girls perception in terms of speech. A comparison between 
the occurrence of the phonological variants in question in 
the text and in the normal speech helped achieving both the 
formal and informal styles of language use. 
Topic related to social problems such as gulf war, 
riots in Aligarh, and entertainment related to Hindi movies 
and dramas were presented before the subjects in small group 
situations. This was done to know the subjects awareness of 
the topic as well as to get acquainted with them. Although 
these topics were of general nature, the specific topics 
were given to both girls and boys depending upon their 
hobby. The information regarding the hobby was accrued from 
the questionnaire. 
Tools for data collection : 
Data obtained on the basis of discussion were 
recorded through tape-recorder. In the beginning the speech 
was recorded with the hidden tape-recorder so that the 
subjects may not feel conscious. Later on when the rapport 
was fully established there was no need to hide the tape-
recorder . 
Since some of the subjects were engaged in the 
discussion on certain other topics, those discussion were 
also recorded. Besides tape-recorder, the investigator had 
also made use of the field diary in which their variations 
in speech were carefully noted. 
The interaction recorded was both within sex and 
opposite sex. The opposite sex interaction mostly revolved 
around the topics of general and wider interest like 
traumatic experience of the communal riots in Aligarh, gulf 
crisis etc. 
Analysis : 
The analysis took place at different levels of 
language. These are: 
(1) Discourse stratum : Under the discourse stratum, the 
following sub-sections were considered important for looking 
into the differences between the speech of boys and girls. 
These are : 




(b) Belittlement and Topic control 
(c) Condescension 
(d) Topic choice 
(e) Back-channel noises 
(f) Speech functions 
(g) Initiating conversations 
(2) LexicQ-grammatical stratum: Grammar. In the lexico-
grammatical stratum : Grammar three (3) ranks were looked 
into to get differences between the speech of boys and 
girls. These are: 
(i) Clause rank 
(ii) Group rank: Nominal group 
(iii) Word rank 
They were further divided into various sub-
sections as follows : 
(i) Clause rank ; 
(a) Tag questions 
(b) Modality / modulation and Hedges 
(c) Sentence length 
(d) Sentence (in) completeness 
(e) Agency 
(ii) Group rank: Nominal Group 
(a) Adjective frequency 
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(b) Adjective type 
(c) Adjectives of approximation 
(d) Intensifiers 
(e) Possessive construction 
(iii) Word rank: 
(a) Reduplication 
(b) Partial reduplication 
(c) Echo formation 
(3) Lexi co-grammatical stratum: Lfiiia. The lexico-
grammatical stratum : Lexis was looked into in terms of 
following sub-sections : 




(v) Politeness markers 
(4) Phonological stratum It was divided into the 
following sub-sections : 
(a) Phonological variants 




A- DISCOURSE STRATUM 
1. Turn taking rules of conversation : 
Turn taking rules of conversation are violated on 
account of two irregularities. They are : 
(a) Interruptions 
(b) Overlaps. 
(a) Interruptions : 
Interruptions are violations of turn-taking rules 
of conversation. This happens when the next speaker begins 
to talk while current speaker is still speaking. This 
intervention of the second person is, at a point in current 
speaker's turn which could not be defined as the last word. 
Interruptions break the symmetry of the conversation model: 
the interrupters prevent the speakers from finishing their 
turn, at the same time gaining a turn for themselves. 
Interruption is possible where some discussion is to be made 
on a topic or topics and it usually breaks the symmetry of 
the conversation. The so-called last word of the current 
speaker may or may not provide a cue for the next speaker to 
complement or elaborate the theme of the conversation. For 
example : 
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Female - Female 
a) Roohi : ges katr s j jkt i h e ki vo kya tha -
Saba : p u : r e dotte par l a i t va le k i : r e b ikh re the 
b) Saba : mfi ne c^hi hal me h^m dekhi mujhe to koi xas 
nahi Ivgi usme -
Nas l i : bAhi esa to na^hi h e «»cohi x a s i to f i lm hae. 
fWiitabh k i t n a impressv laga h usme. 
Males - Hales 
a) Amir m'«em hiun e:k hi t i : m me the or -
< 
Shariq : yad hee Sariq hwine kesa rulaya tha asif ki 
ti:m ko. 
b) Saleem : Stb xer/f tumhe kya malu:m ya^ bethe-bethe ke 
vo k«Lha tha, tumhe to vo pfcta hae na jo ulti 
sirdhi xabro me pftrha p«tr «tsliy«i _ 
Amir : «tre ha ye to me bhu: 1 hi: gaya ki ye to 
saddam ke sage valo me se hie ^ r v^r ke taim 
ye vahi the tabhi to sab jante hUe sadd^ kaha 
tha kya kar raha" _ 
Saleem : abbha ^up hp jao me tumse behes nahi karna 
cahta. 
Female - Male 
a) Amir : kam se kam e:k hafte pehle pJh^Sha or e:k 
hafte b"ad rehna kyo hae na samiya 
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Samiya : hmm- ^ r kya, 'ap to f e s a l bhai k i : Sadi me bhi 
nahi a i t h i t ar _ 
Wasif : sa8 tumKSre balfer maza to a t a hae nahi 
b) Samia : mujhe t o d-b saddam se S i r hone l a g i h«e. j a b 
v ^ r s t a r t hui t h i tab to l>g r»ha tha ke 
s^dam h i : r o hae par »b to -
Amir : ^JD kya hua bh«Li lajrkiyo ka p<tta nckhi h'ae koi 
p a s a - n d aya to sax pour b i t h a l i y a vqxna 
» 
zajnTn peur pft.t«tx d i y a . 
c) Samia : kya hcxm mu:vi :2 k i : ba t kfl^ re 
Amir : ye aya samiya ka f e v r i t t a p i k 
Samia : xer ab esa b h i : nahi hwe kya turn mu:vi :2 nahi 
dekhte par ammi k i vajha se "am din me v i r d i y o 
JJhute nahi varna 6 h u t t i y a bote hi sabse zyada 
ye hi f i lme dekhte hae khane t ak /Sa _ 
Amir : a66Tia ab l&u^li lagana band ka ro . 
d) Myself : j^r samiya tumhe kan h i r o h i r o i n pcxsand het 
Amir : i s e t o hor h i : r o pesand hacor hfllr h i r o i n 
pcisajnd h^t-
Samia : mujhe pasand hae s r i d e v i d i m p i l , naj^ma, 
madhuri bhi pasand t h i : parj^ ab moti ho ga i 
hae :>T h i : r o z me a n i l kapu: r;^, k a b i : r bedi, 
salman to reh h i gaya or _ 
Amir : abhi to boh:>t reh g a e , r a i n t o bc>h:>t Iambi hae 
ginte hi jae" aditya, mayu:r, govinda 
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Conclusion : 
The males interrupt the speech of same-sex group 
as well as the opposite-sex group. The females do 
occasionally interrupt the speech of females but they rarely 
interrupt the speech of males. Females are cooperative in 
conversation. They wait for the conversation to get over 
and they also show their active involvement in the 
conversation. 
While talking on various topics like hostel 
problem and films of about 1/2 hour, the females interrupted 
twice in same-sex group and the males while talking about a 
cricket match, interrupted once. In the opposite-sex group 
discussion on war, films and very general topics hour the 
males interrupted the speech of females 4 times. 
(b) Overlaps : 
Overlaps are instances of slight over-
anticipation by the next speaker. Instead of beginning to 
speak immediately following current speaker's turn, next 
speaker begins to speak at the very end of current speaker's 
turn, overlapping the last word or even a phrase Inasmuch as 
the symmetry of conversation remains unbroken, there is 
possibility of complementation or elaboration particularly 
where there is a factual description of an event for 
example: 
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Female - Female 
a ) Ambreen : pg.hle du : s r e d i n t o l a i t i l i y a [pQ.r] 
N a s l i : Cp<ar] 
p h i r thA.rd de s e d<vre r a t me x u : b f a i r i v ^ 
k i : avaze a t i t h i 
b ) Ambreen : Dr po-ta h^e t i : n b a r ^ b a u n d r i v:>l me KKed 
m i l a hae [ye m . j e ] 
N a s l i : [ye m . j e ] k i j o b a u n d r i r v o l h ae na 
vo v a l i . 
Males- Males 
a ) Azam : 
Zahid : 
b ) Azam 
Zahid 
c ) Ahmad : 
Hansoor 
hame fDralj andaija? bhgiga d i y a goya [ p h i r ] 
[ p h i r ] t o 
t h o r i d e r bad heu: t a rCLf s e ^or u t h n e l9,ga 
vOha s e dekha t o do minott ko hojn b h i gh<ibra ga-
-e t h e kyoki m z^ m [ t h o r i d e r me] 
[ t h o r i d e r me] Icurke k o i 
e : k ya d e r sd lojrke t h e , v o h a b i : b h o i k i : 
s a i d j a roihe the" 
j a b r a i t s ^uru hue t o hflim s«.b y a h i t h e 
[ t e n & u i ke b a r e me] 
m 
[ t e n s c c n ke b a r e me] j a n t e t h e pojr ye n c^hi 
mal:um t h a k i s ab i t n a oiJanoJi ho j a e g a 
[ h ^ m t o ] 
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Azan : [ham t o ] soce the ki s i k s t ko kuch hoga pajc 
0 <xb vo aram ke s a t h gu2<*.r g«»-i t o ham sukurn 
se ho gae . 
d) Ahmad : p o-r m aem vo bhi j e s a khana s«Lpla kcxr^ s OLkte 
the ko.r ro^he the kyoki vo bah-^t 
[OL f^tha to r**i ha ] 
Mansoor : [ aftcha to nahi h a , ] pet bharne ke l i y e kaf i 
hota tha so-tf me un logo^ p<^ .r b^h^st tca.r«.s "ata 
t h a . 
e) Ahmad : m 2em niyuz me bhi dekha tha "apne k i t n a zalim 
h^e huU usne us b'»kl^ p a r / a t « k *8P kiya j isme 
Drte t h i [ba?J25e t h e ] 
Anees : [batf^e t h e ] s>r kehta h^e k i m'iilu:m 
hi noihi coJa usme s i v i l i a n s hoe. 
f) Amir 
Wasif 
lekin e:k bat h»e ja.b use v^r xa.tm XK^^rni 
t h i : t o i t n e haWame ki kysT zcvrurot t h i 
[Dr] 
[:>r] i t n i l a i v z ko usne dao pax/f logaya hi 
kyo uska kya hee Ckpne bSkkane' ghusa be tha raha 
or moo: raha t h i am "admi 3 r armi . 
Female - Male 
a) Shano : cvj5i5ha tumhi bolo usme [xcurabi] 
Amir : [ x a r a b i ] baid me pehle 
tum bur<L:i sunne do. 
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b ) Samia : Qbhi t o m€,ne ham [ d i k h i ] 
Amir : [ d e k h i ] ye i s n e ramzan me b h i 
pik.c<xr nOk.hi }$hori 
Conclusion : 
From the data collected we noticed that both males 
and females overlapped each others speech. 
In the same-sex group conversation the females 
overlapped the speech twice while the males overlapped each 
others speech seven times. 
In the mixed-sex group conversation the males 
interrupted the speech of females twice. 
2. Belittlement and Topic Control : 
Sometimes the males seem to belittle fellow girls 
by snubbing them when they are unable to prove their own 
point or cutting their conversation short. Sense of 
dominance over females may be attributed as reason for such 
behaviour. 
(a) Shano : x^ r tum to pre-jyudisd ho e:k bar napo^ s O-nd 
kiya to hOmeMa ke liy'e vo bur a ho ga-ya 
Wasif : mere xyal me home ye topik JJhor hi dena 
















l*.g ro-h^ h-ae bcLS £,sa lag /roJia h-*e ki MEno 
rone vali h ae . 
aj sam ko houn f i lmja rG4ie h-je tum iFg c OLlo^ ge 
kya 
yar tum lo'g ko f i lm ke olava \C5i kam nahi kya 
noJii salJ me b=>h3t c«iJtfhi ht^_ 
suno kOtha f a l t u ki ba to me p«ri ho yaha b g.tho 
"aram se ba te kcxreMe. 
nahi hoqne to j ana hae, b"ate "akax ko«-re^^e. 
yar pag<xl ho b£tho yoJiS koi nohi j aega i t n e 
din bad sab mile htt t i : n din bad j ana h ae jar 
m«edajn ko f i lms ki po^ri h&e eOidJha t h i : k h -le, 
ho«jn nain tu t u e l y dekhene, abhi bPtho_ 
:>v h'a koj. piknik to c».i hi ratfe hae. 
Ore ha meto ekdam bhu: 1 gQ.i t h i : (kiiiShs. kal k i : 
t c i i ya r r iya bhukdrni has . 
h'a cvbbat hui na ye batlio kya: k^b<?x^j5a k<Xl 
ke l i y e . 
tum ba.tao kya khaoge. 
dekho s-zendVife, b r e d r o l s , or l i n e me s t i y u , 
• • • 
pulaoar j o tumh'ari morzi ho, p a e t i r z ^r kold 
d r ink kaJ l e l e "ge. 
j r ha, gobi ki sobz i p u r i _ 
najhi, p u : r i noiii , p len r o t i banana 
o.ccha b a b a t h i r k h-ze 
m a g a r sun'o 6^a kOoro brg,d l e c a l o , usse kha 
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leiqe, rotiyo me tun log ka kam bohot bGLrh 
jaega na _ 
Samia : nohi noJii bo-n jaegJL 
3. Condegcension : 
Sometimes this device is used by males who try to 
save the fellow girls from the ridiculous and derisive 
comments of some other members of conversing group, for 
example, 
(a) Amir : dekhiye ftusse me khane ko d:>r rahi hz« sa^ 
lOijr'kiya roti b^ h:>t jQj.di hzc, 
Wasif : 0.6^ ha.a86ha meri bfhen ko zyada tan karne ki 
zaru:rat nahi hTie. 
(b) Shano : ai suLr kitna difrjf ns h-ae dono QjnupSjn me 
d£,di me dekhako-r use b:>hot to-klirf hui thi; 
or isme to kitna ripalsiV lQ.ga hTena". 
Amir : dekha "apne kitna difr£.ns h^e inke viyurz me 
Wasif : ob xer ektit^  yahi to h ge ki a£.sa rol v g, sa 
hi: logne lo-ge. 
4. Topic Choice : 
The males generally chose the topic of sports, 
political conditions etc. and females generally liked to 
talk on their hobbies as cooking, gardening etc' However, 
topics related to gulf war, present political conditions, 
situations during curfew in Aligarh were handled with equal 
felicity by both. 
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Female - Female 
F o l l o w i n g i s t h e t o p i c of g a r d e n i n g on which t h e 
g i r l i s t a l k i n g 
( a ) Asma : mujhe ga rdn in ka soq hae ta-rhsT tourha ke p t> dhe 
1 Q-gane ka s:>q h-oe i s l i y e mere papa mujhe 
d h e r s a r e p > i h e x ^ r ^ i d k>r d e t e r htft h ^ nfe. 
r o z subah usme jakcxr p a n i d e t i hu, podhS ko 
mujhe x a s t a r p a r g u l a b 3 r ca jnel i b=>h^t 
p •-sSjid h-ae m£ne d h e r s"are podhe l o g a e h -^ 
done k e , so.J5 ctpne Ift-gae p=>dho ko dekhka r bah^ t 
xuS i h o t i hge te na", ap kobh i a i y e t o mgsab 
^ d ikh lu - i i i . 
In the following examples the girls hobby is 
cooking. 
( b ) Hina : mujhe kuki>i ka boh:>t s:>3 hx "a i sk r im bQ,nana 
a)5i?ha l a g t a hac; d a l t i hii ma^laeJSi d"a l t i hiT roz 
<psens, Sugary^, m i lk p:sdcLr k r i : m ya mall i i kuSh 
b h i , p£.hle d u : d h bail k ^ r t e haC tha.nda hone p«.r 
j i l e t i n d a l t e h a c p h i r usme e s e n s d a l t e haC 
p h i r p i n k ko-lar d a l t e hae u ske bad mcdai ^Jotrn 
k a r k e d a l t e h*a i s k e bad i l a i c i p i : s k<a.r d l l t e 
hSe , p h i r a* a i sk i . -m ko 6ar/^n k o r t e hae p h i r 
f r i j me iQga d e t e hie. 
( c ) Saba : ha bohz^t Ok^i?hi h a r q i s m k i (!?i:z bcxna l e t e h -^ 
k"ek ke bare me txM;iau. k"ek me o-nde l e g e , che 
oLnde, l e leye sr usme e:k kO-P du:dh le'g^e uske 
tTad Oundo ko xhh ac?5hi tarhla p h e t j e p h i r usm«-
makkhan lege "adha p«c,kit, sakki^r leOe usme 
miks k a r ' ^ e i t n i O^f^hi t a r ha milaev»e ki un 
d'ono c i zo ko mila kar pheteJje p h i r bekiA 
paudQ-r adha ciammai? dlilette ^r v o - n i l a &sens 
•Jale^a p h i r xu:b ftSiShi t a r h a phetejre jhag 
uthne ICLge p h i r ava.n me j o h-je vo pepar 
lagaeye lAgane ke blad^usko lagaeye klit ke 
a.va.n ke bek usme dibbe mear p h i r b"ek 
karewe usme, a van dhak de*e fu l pe keure^e. 
Mal^ - Male 
Following i s t he t o p i c of s p o r t s in which a boy 
i s t a l k i n g about h i s f a v o u r i t e s p o r t c r i c k e t . 
( a ) Mansoor : mujhe k r i k e t khelna b3h:>t aSifha Idgta h ?© or 
x S s t s r par bie. t in | ; ko^rna to b^hat fl^&tfha 
Icigta ha^ :>r do t i : m s h"bti hse. e:k t i : m p£.hle 
beeti» k a x t i hae^r bad me d u : s r i t i : m , h ^ m a r i 
3(lh bhi S h u t t i hTiti h-ae hoon p u : r e din k r i k e t 
k h l l t e h-aS ha la ke Ojnmi se da t bhivpar jliiv ha 
p h i r bhi: h<une khelna to pascknd h»thi mera 
d i l JSahta h-ae ki bare hoknfm »e b:>h:>t bcLra 
p l eya r banu. 
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In the following example the boy is talking about 
films. 
(b) Ahmad : mujhe films dekhna ac^ hA,l*»-gta h •« par jabse 
hostil ae h'^ ta.b se thora kam ho gaysT h -ae 
mujhe mcih'e^  bhat ki filme bah>t QocJ5hi lagti h« 
kitni zylida asliyat hoti h ->e unme, ap 
film^ dekhti h-ae letest kan si dekhi, mfene to 
d£di dekhi thi: ap 2a.ru: r dekhiyega usme 
Q.nup'am kher ki aekti>< dekhne se talluq rakhti 
hat^r pu:ja bho^ t vao kya* arkting ki: pthlli hi 
» • 
f i lm me, s i : luks so i n o s t n t , ham bhi; d'ekhi, 
t h i : k t h i : ba.s e:k gana bph:>t m<X2"edar t h a . 
A male i n t e r e s t e d in p o l i t i c s i s p r e s e n t i n g h i s 
views on p r e s e n t p o l i t i c a l c o n d i t i o n . 
( c ) Ahmad : mujhe p t> l i t i k s me i n t r £ s t h ae mujhe xus i h o t i 
h ae un logo se mi lkar j i n k o puilitikcLl (xvernes 
ho t i hoe^me vEse i t s a v£.ri dcir t i f i : l d , 
' » • • • 
nahi me p o l i t i k s me nahi jaiPla, d e k h i y a ^ 
i n t r £ s t e d bona ftlag bat h g e ^ us f i r l d me 
£ n t e r ka rnQ,du : s r i b a t , dekhiye na f i lms me to 
sab i n t r £ ^ t r a k h t e h ^ peer aab fi lm indOLstr i 
t o nahi co le j a t e na, bOs, u s i t ou rha , mujhe 
* 
deiUiiye kuch p:ilits<ui pasohd hae j ^ s e madhov 
r^o s i n d i y a , j y o t i basu, cidombram, mera" xyal 
(Sigar pu:cha jae to me inme se kisi ko praim 
ministaV bonau at x£r kaf i din ke bad meri 
Biarzi ka admi aya h^e kOmse kctm cor to nahi hat. 
r^el admi hje vi: pirsinrajirv to pokka cor 
hae, dekhiye na bofors ka p£sa kHae b£tha hae 
p<xr £3a pdsa kcib tak hozoun korega Dr nam ke 
sekyulCLr bante h-ae rajirv ^r uski ma dono hi 
itne kamyuncd hie e:k ka hasor to allah ne 
kar diya bees ab ye hi ho&e hie. kya hal kotr diya 
hat- inhone kantri ka, jAha dekho raits, ab 
moradabad merat, valf^Vah ka h'a.l yad k ctriye 
kya nahi kiya" inhone vaha, xu:n ki nojdiya 
bahai hae b^c^ra vi :pi :si»j inke karne ko bhcxr 
raha h-ae magotr umi:d hae inslllah ye sambh"al 
le jaega hamiiri p^li^iko.! kandi^ccns. 
It was also observed that the boys while talking 
about the riots suddenly switched over to the topic of their 
interest. 
.Females - Males 
Following is the example where males rejected the 
topics raised by females. And sometimes it is seen that 
whatever the topic is the females come down to their 
favourite topics as cooking, sewing etc. 

















y a r turn log ko f i l m ke Qlava k o i klim ncvhi 
kya . 
n<Xhi saJ5 me" b : i h ^ :a^iL^t- h>e. 
suno kaha f a l t u k i b a t o me pvi ho yftha b£.tho 
aram s e b l i te k a r e n e . 
n o h i h<\me t o j a n a h t e , b a t e "akar k<^re>je. 
y a r pagaJ. ho b t t h o yaha k o i n o h i j a e g a i t n e 
d i n bad s a b m i l e h S t t i : n d i n bad j a n a h i e ^ r 
mat.d<xm ko f i l m s k i p a r i hze ac6ha t h i : k hatrf, 
ham n a i n t u t u e l v d e k h e n e , <jLbhi b t h o _ 
^ r ha ko t p i k n i k t o ISai h i rq | ie h o e . 
a r e ' ha m£to ekdQ.m b h u : l g o i t h i : aJScha k a l k i 
t a i y a r ; f i y a bhr .korn i h a e . 
ha ob l^ t hu i lia ye b a t a o kya : kyabcuittga. k O-l 
ke l i y e . 
turn batao kya kh'aoge. 
dekho s a e n d v i c , b r e d r o l s , o r lajiti me s t i y u , 
p u l a o j r j o t u m h a r i mc«rzi ho , p > e t i : z jsr kold 
d r i n k k a l l e l e ^ e . 
Dr ha. g o b i k i s a b z i p u r i _ 
nOLhi, p u : r i n o h i , p l e n r o t i banana 
Oj&cha b a b a t h i r k hae 
m OLgor sunoT & a koro b r£d l e Jfolo, u s s e kha 
le-Vje, r o t i y o me tum log ka kam b:>h:>t b c c r h 
j a e g a na _ 
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Samia : na.hi nahi ban jaega. 
Conclusion 
Generally it is seen that males and females have 
different topics of discourse, males like to talk on the 
topics like war, politics, sports etc. and females prefer to 
talk on their hobbies like cooking, gardening, stitching 
etc. 
Sometimes in mixed-sex conversation we see that 
the males rejected the females topics and imposed their own 
topics, maybe this is due to the dominant nature of males 
over female and submissive nature of females. But i» iS 
noticei that even if the topics are rejected by males, 
females come down to their favourite topics i.e. cooking, 
gardening etc. And males too while talking on various topics 
come down to their own topic of interest. 
5. Back channel noises : 
Females used back channel noises more than males. 
They use hmm, mm sounds more than males in mixed sex 
conversation. 
Following is the example from a mixed sex 
conversation. 
(a) Wasif : sab e:k sath kitne dino ke blid milehac 
Samia : hmm 
eu 
Amir : xu:b yftdar karene 
(b) Amir : ham to oulil". ke farst vi:k me p:>h^ c sakte h ^ 
Samia : :] hmm. 
(c) Amir : kam se koun e:k h(xfte pehle p^hrsSha or e: k 
haf te bad r£.hna kyo hat na samiya 
Shano : :] hmm ap to f£.s<*.l bh"ai ki Sadi me bhi: 
nahi ai. 
Conclusion : 
In some instances females seem to talk less than 
the males. They responded with hmm, mm sounds. This may be a 
substitute to talk less or due to the fact that mostly their 
turn is infringed upon by the males. 
Or this may be due to the females cooperative 
nature that they use these back channel noises to show 
cooperation and to give rise to further conversation. 
6. Minimal Responses : 
Both males and females are said to use minimal 
responses and it was confirmed from the collected data. For 
example : 
Females-Females : 
Anis : m"alum hacmujhe r'aste me anvcu: mila thel 
Wasif : hu 
Anis : pavta kya kfch raiia tha 
Wasif : hu 
Anis ; kth rojia tha 
Wasif : u 
Anis : suno ,ye uu kya kar raiie ho 
ei 
Males-Males •* 
Amir : phir pctta hat kya hua 
Ansar : u .. 
Amir : ye u, 'u, kya kfltr rahe ho jab modum hi nochi hua kya 
to JJup rtvhb 
Conclusion 
But it was seen that both of them used the minimal 
responses differently. Females used them to show their 
interest and cooperation while males used it to show their 
lack of interest. 
7. Speech functions : 
Men use more commands than women and tend to 
realise them congruently by means of the mood choice 
imperative. When females do use commands they are much more 
likely to realize them incongruently e.g., by choosing 
interrogative especially modalized (would you mind shutting 
the door?) or, even more incongruently by using a 
declarative clause (I wonder if you would be so kind to shut 
the door?). 
Following are the examples : 
Female - Male 
( a ) Shano : nfli.hi hame t o j a n a h'ae, b 'a te akocr k A r e ^ e 
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Ahmad : yar page«J. ho b8tho yaha koi nahi jaega itne 
din b'ad sab mile hacti:n din bad jana h ae or 
meedam ko films ki pQri h ^ 
(b) Wasif : horgiz nahi apko sadi ke bad bhi va.hi rg.hna 
parega jab tak ham h-ae vAha 
Here b thoyaha, koi yaha jaega and hargiz nahi, 
vahi r hna parega are expressions used as command by men. 
Hale - Male 
( a ) Amir : a r e ha" ye to mt, bhu: 1 hi gaya ki ye to 
sO-ddam ke sage va lo m'e se h&e :>r vj>r ke t"aim 
ye vahi the t a b h i t o sab j a n t e h ie saddam koiha 
t h a , kyii kor raha — 
Ahmad : a^6ha cup ho j a o mg. turn se b£h£s nojii karna 
tjahta 
Hereafebha 6up ho j a o m€, turn se bfhes nahi karna 
cah ta a re used as the commands used by males . 
Female - Female 
(d) Sana : suno iske bad kiya hoyn log Oimin ni^a cQle*|t 
Ambreen : thi.k hae mujhe thora kam hae 
Here kiya ham log Cunin ni^a cale»iC- expresses the 
use of interrogatives which is especially modalized. 
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Conclusion 
It is male's nature to dominate over females as 
they feel they are superior. Hence, in speech also they 
dominate over females and they use explicit commands to 
express their dominance while the females prefer to use 
polite forms or modalized interrogatives. 
8. Initiating conYersations -
Females try to initiate conversation more often 
than males but succeed less often because of lack of male 
cooperation. Following are the examples from the data 
collected initiating the conversations being initiated by the 
females : 
Female-Male 
(a) Shano : kyl bat kar'e kuch 
Wasif : r£hne do jab kam ki bat Kbti h»e to tumhe 
kuch samOKJh ata hi nahi hae. 
Amir : vfcse to har dam mere k"an khati thi are huma* 
b"aji iske samne sadam ko kufeh kehna cxpni mz^t 
bulane j£sa h ^ . 
Wasif : are bohot bari fatn hetye uski 
Shano : mujhe to ab^scLddam se 6irjf hone lagi hwe. jab 
V r> r start hui thi tab to lag raha thS ke 
saddam hi:ro hae pa.r ab to -
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Amir : ab kya hua bhai l a r k i y o ka po ia nahi hae koi 
pasCi-nd aya t o scurf p<xr bi-fcha l i y a ^ voirna 
zanin pa.t<vx d i y a . 
Conclusion : 
It is male nature to reject the topics raised by 
girls and impose their own topics. So they cooperate less 
whenever the females try to initiate the conversation. This 
is also a part of male dominance over females. 
B LEXICO - 6RAHHATICAL STRATUM: GRAMMAR 
CLAUSE RANK 
(i) Tag, questions : 
Tag questions are midway between an outright 
statement and a yes-no question; they are less assertive 
than the former, but more confident than the latter. A tag 
question, being intermediate between these is used when the 
speaker is stating a claim but lacks full confidence in the 
truth of that claim. 
In the data collected we notice that it was 
females who used tag questions more than males. However, the 
use of tag questions is not exclusive to females, even males 
use them quite often. 
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Female - Female 
(a) Sana : suno iske bad kiya ham log amin nisa cal&^e. 
Ambreen : thi:k h ae mujhe thora kam h-je. 
Sumbul : c?r homSri fotogrg.fs bhi to "S god hogi na. 
Ambreen : pojta nckhi k£.si ai hogi. 
Roohi : mera to dil cah raha h-i^ki: jaldi se jae sr 




or pCLta h ee t i : n bar baundr i v^ l me ched 
mila h«e ye 
ye &m.oe ki j o baundri:v:>l h ae na 
ek admi ke n i k a l n e k i jogah t h i hae na. 
( c ) Nazl i 
Ambreen 
kabi s i r f da l m i l t i t h i b^hjst d ino tak JQ.b 
r o t i nahi m i l i na, to ez a s u b s t i t y u : ^ p u : r i 
uske s a t h na s a b z i t h i : na da l t h i ba lke ekda.m 
k h a t t a dojii b i l k u l pani s a . 
us vaqt to koi ba^cho ki "akh me pani a g <a.ya 
t ha, hae. n a. 
(d) Roohi £se t o p a r e n t s ne b^h^t ksp r^ t kiya h &e, j o 
bhi*. "ata tha vo j o kuch l a s a k t a thiT l a jl'raha 
tha unke j o dimsJfme ae , vo j i : p bhar kor Oinde 
l e a e . 
Nasreen : uske dEdi k'a kitnsT kyu: t a i d i y a t h a , h a t n a . 
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(e) Nazli : surkhi pu.ri caba rahe the dubo ke, hwe na, 
Ambreen : ha ap soc bhi n»hi sakti. 
(f) Samia 
Shano 
or anupom kher ki »ekti*j , ntne thore din pfe-
-hle dfedi dekhi thi: v:>t a ksntrast. 
• • • • • 
a i suer k i t n a d i f r t n s h ^ dono OLnupam me, 
d 8.di me 'dekhko 'use bt>hat t< \k l i : f hui t h i or 
« • 
isme^ to k i t n a r i p o l s i v l<xga hj«, hs*. na. 
Male - Male 
Azam 
Ahmar 
( b ) Ahmar 
Azam 
( c ) Wasif 
Amir 
[ham t o ] s o c e t h e k i s i k s t ko kuch hoga p a r 
3<xb vo aram ke s a t h g u z a r g a i t o ham sukurn 
s e ho gfte. 
ham t o k r i k e t k h e l / r a h e t h e k i OLcan«k dekha k i 
zQkt t r iya k i t a r a f s e "ag k i u : c i l a p t e s i utk 
ro-hi h a e , k i t n i u c i l ap te* t h i , h ae n a . 
:5r t h o r i d e r bad l^g bhag -bhag k o r / a goe 
h o s t i I s me vo sob p u : r e t a i m hojnare ycxha r a h e . 
maem apke yaha b h i t o l o g r ^ h e the", hae n a . 
^ r huma turn kab p>hocog i dekho b'or moi ko rna 
ki ye kam h»e ya vo kam h»e, ha suno 
kam se kam e:k hafte p£hle p>h56na or e:k 
hafte bad r£,hna h ac, h»«- na samiya. 
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Female - Male 
(a) Wasif : mera dil "Sah r«ha h»e ki joldx se urfi mamu 
ki: "Sadi ho. 
Samia : sd^ kitna moza aega, hae rik. 
(b) Shano : 0t556ha xtr ye jhu:th bhi to ho sakta h-ae, use 
hAdnam kfitrne ke liy^, hgena. 
(c) Myself : a^5ha ye botao pik<?«.r lo^ gi kCsi. 
Samia : mujhe to beinteha OLcchi lAgi ••*nd dimpil voz 
g:>rjiya.s,h aena. 
Wasif : ha vise pikcaj: ka javiib ncthi h-ae 
(d) Amir : mO-gAr sun's fisa kojro brtd le 6a.lo, usse kha 
le-Kje, rotiyo me tum log ka kain b:>h3t bctrh 
jaega na _ 
Samia : nohi nothi ban jaegtlL 
Conclusion : 
Females are said to use more tag questions than 
males. It seems that they are not sure of what they are 
saying and they need confirmation for that. From the data 
analyzed it was seen that the frequency of occurence of tag 
questions in female's speech has been more than the males. 
While talking on different topics of general interest like 
roits in Aligarh, the females used tag questions relatively 
more than males in mixed sex group conversation. 
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(ii) Modality / nodulation and Hedges : 
Commonly referred to as hedges i.e; the variety by 
means of which one says something a little short of 
indicating that something categorically is, or is not, the 
case, includes MODALS (would, might, must, ought) modal 
adverbs (probably, possibly, certainly) and HEDGES (I 
think, I suppose, you know, such as). 
Females are generally supposed to use more 
'hedges' than males, a part of the stereotype of 
tentativeness associated with their speech. Females are also 
said to use more super-polite forms, that is, multiple-
modality, Modals in Urdu are Valeban, ^ayad, cahiye, mumkin 
h ae, ho sakta hze. and the examples of hedges are jaise ke, 
m'ere xyal se, jante ho. The following examples indicate the 
use of these modals and hedges. 
Female - Female 
( a ) An i s : Valeban m ae VKj^ a j a u i l i 
_ . ' > » 
( b ) Himmo: k^xl tum b a z a r giSLlthi 
Afshan : ha sayc^d vo tum t h i , ky'oki ek Icxrki ko 
dekhlA- m£^ sbJ? rethi tt»*iki 
Himmo : t h i : k h 2e ago r m e r e d £ s i ko i l a r k i d i k h i t h i 
t o tumhe bhi*. dekhna t h a k i vo k^n h ip v£se 
f^r y o r k'Sind infotrmeson vo m£ h i thi 'p 
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Afshan : nahi hua kya tha ki turn rikse par thi: Zfr 











(g) Nas l i 
(h) Laiqa 
Qkccha x t r ye j h u t t h bh i t o ho sciiita h>e use 
badnam karne ke l i y e , hat na 
dekha apne huma b a j i ye k i t n i b a r i f asn hae. 
q'aede se to use voiha hi rok dena clihiye t h a , 
b -sen lag j ana cahiye tha l ek in har s t e t ka 
^ i : f m i n i s t e r yahi sbc kcur sap su-'iihe b&tha 
roJia ki k:>n use rok ka.r ctpne sa.r musirbat l e 
k i s i ne na soca k i mulk ka kya" hasr h'oga. 
offo turn log kya koi bat Icxrai ke b 
p u : r i nahi kar s a k t e . 
xgr p«sand apn i ospni h-ze home koi zyada impT£s 
ncthi k&r pay a. 
, i an t i ho aj m d i f f a i ke ghcjr gad. t h i : 
mere xval se tumhe j a n a nahi cahiye t h a . 
kyo kya problem hZB. 
turn oiJ^hi totrha j a n t i ho uske bare me 
aj subah badlo k i v ^ h a se i t n a ouidh'era ho 
raha tha ,i€^e ki r a t ho ga i h3e. 
dekhkour bos mujhe sa-loga ,i g.se ki bos ba ta 
nfthi s a k t i k i k i t n i h€.rani h u i . 
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(c) Wasif : 
Amir : 
m 2em ham log khane ko bhi taro-s gae the, kya 
kh"ate the bd^ ta nohi a«.kte. 
homare siniyars home fu:d sopl'Se koirte the 
rif^yiijiz ke liye to amin niSa se ku6h log 
khana late hi th^. 
p<xr m aem vo bhi j6sa khana so^lae kAr sa.kte 
the kar rcjie the kyoki — 
turn ka,b p^hocoge \XtKa? 
hc^ m to oulai'.ke fa,rst vi:k me hi p3h:>)S sokte 
hae. 
(d) Wasif : mere xyal se oJb hoane ye topik ya.hi band kax 
dena cahiye. 
Conclusion 
Females are said to use more modals and hedges 
than the males, maybe because of a stereotype that hedges is 
found where people are in an inferior position in society. 
It was observed from the data that while talking about 
curfew situations in Aligarh, war crisis and very general 
topics etc both males and females used modals. But with 
regard to hedges, they were mostly used by females. 
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(ill) Sentence length : 
The males used longer sentences than females in 
the situation when the males are talking to the females and 
females sometimes left sentences incomplete more often than 
men. 
But this is not the case when the females were 
talking to the same sex group. 
Female - Female 
(a) Ambreen : ha ap soc bhi n<xi s<xkti lekin uske lokals ka 
fo:n aya ke kya hal hae to malu:m usne kya 
jOkvab diya vtse to sab thi:k hae po-r aj ho-me 
sirf adhi matri mili khane ko na^te me Dr^ >*o 
pari after dtt amna apa gdt so m£.ni kols. 
Roohi : lekin "amna apa :>r hflunari vsrdfins ne itna pyar 
kiy'a tha unhone kfeh diya tha ke jis ba5bi ko 
jitne p£se cahiye vo vArd£n ya provost kisi 
se bhi lesakti h-^ e. 
Nasreen : amna apa hcunare hi sath r'at ko bhi cxksar 
— "^  — <» , 
rctha kcurti thi ki hojn logo ko dour na loge. 
b) Saba mfe ne abhi hal me horn dekhi ni^ hje to koi xas 
nohi logi usme -
Nasli : i^ ahi £sa to na.hi h ^ (x£^hx xasi to film h "se 




s i r f aXcha lagne se ku^h nohi ho ta , ••tii'tM] bhi 
to bona cah iye . 
x t r -acktin to a)5dfhi k i h-ae usme k i t n a 
impre t s iv l<^ga hipe. 





ab « z yuXucil turn yohi kahogi ke becare 
sc^ddam ko i s l i y e v^r band kcurni p<iri 
« 
Q^SJiha tumhi b'olo usme xCtrabi kya h-ae 
pfehle tum a i ? ^ a i hi bota do" 
f a r s t df ol j o vo islaiqk l i : d a r bcune the vo 
a . s l i y a t ye h-gp ke vo k"oi kam islam k i hodo me 
reJi kar na.hi kArte h-^e namaz bhi nahi p a r t e , 
muslim k a n t r i r z ka sopor t pane ke l i y ^ uhhohe 
n a_maz suru ki. par koi faeda hua n a^hi ye 
t h i : k h-ae duniya ke muslims impr€,*s hue the 
par aJ lahmiya t o j a n t e hat na p h i r sa rab vo 
sah£X-b p i : t e hae, hoj: qism ki b u r i h«-rkoie 
k a r t e hafchi'. i z a vomonaizor, zalim vo hgehi k i s i 
ka intoLrfia.rtns unhe bcurdS^t noiii h'we s i r d h e 
use su : t k<vr d e t e hee. 
Conclusion 
Females and males utter longer sentences in same 
sex conversation because they both are equally talkative 
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when interacting with the same sex group. But in opposite 
sex conversation the males mostly utter longer sentences 
than females. 
(iv> Sentence incompleteness : 
Jesperson (1922) thought that females left 
sentences incomplete more often than males. Haas (1979) 
suggests this may be because females get interrupted more 
often. The following examples also indicate the 
incompleteness of sentences as a result of interruption :-
Female - Male 
( a ) Samiya : hmm: ;>r kya, "ap to f e s a l bhlii k i : s ad i me bhi". 
nahi a i t h i »r _ 
Wasif : sac tumhare baV r maza to "ata hae noJii 
b) Samia : x8ir "ab £sa b h i : nahi hae kya tum mu:vi :z nahi 
dekhte par ammi ki vajha se am din me" v i r d i y o 
chute nahi varna i Jhut t iya hote hi*, sabse zyada 
ye hi '^ f ilme dekhte hae khane tak ka _ 
Amir : aJ^citia ab cu)fli lagana band ka ro . 
c) Samia : mujhe t o otb saddam se Xir hone log i h-»e. ja.b 
v D r s t a r t hui t h i tab to log raha tha ke 
sAddam h i : r o h'ge poj: Ab t o _ 
Amir : (Xb kya hua bhcd Idlrkiyo ka ku^h p^-ta nohi h-ae 
koi pftsOfld aya to sax pAr bifcha l i y a vorna 
zamin pou: pa t ax d i y a . 
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Conclusion 
Usually the females fail to complete their 
sentences because the males interrupt their speech more 
often. In the collected data the males talking on various 
general topics like war crisis and films interrupted females 
speech a number of times as a result of the sentences of the 
females remained incomplete. 
(v) AGENCY : 
The issue of powerlessness emerges clearly at 
clause rank in relation principally to the question of 
AGENCY. Whether or not one is presented as doing or being 
done to, as causer of actions / events or merely acted upon, 
what one is presented as occurring with or without agency. 
It is noticed that the males delete agents when the subject 
is female. 
Males - Males 
a) Ahmad : 
b) Wasif 
c) Mansoor 
ha C3ib bat hui na ye bO-tao kya ban"ega kal ke 
liye. 
kihte hae larkiya bari rthemdil hoti h3e 
par meri sam'^ -jh n«»hi ata vo kisi zalim 
ins'an ko k£se pois*nd kar sa.kti h 9e. 
halSke hcun j ana hcirgiz na i J?ahte the par m aem 
ma bap ke age k i s k i : c a l t i h »e. 
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d) Amir : pr ha kal piknik to SoUna. hi h>e. 
Females - Females 
a) Ambreen : roz sam ko s'at b<*je din ho jata tha. 
b) Samina : n«*i nco. bc^ n jaega 
2. GROUP RANK : NOHINAL GROUP 
(1) Adjective frequency : 
Several studies found that females used more 
adjectives than males in both speech and writing. Following 
are the adjectives which were used by the males and females 
in the data collected : 








e ; k ad h + 
c h o t i + 





P t h l e + 
d u : s r e + 
theurd + 
i t n a + 
b a r i - b a r i + 
b e i n t e h a a<S&hi + 
g a r j i y a s + 
i l ^ v e n + 
j i t n e + 
s a r i + 
p u r i + 
t i : n + 
s a t + 
a d h i + 
j i s + -
bha.r + 
p u : r e + 
hox + 
t i : s r e + 
i t n i - + 
sukurn - + 














The females are generally said to use adjectives 
more than males and it was confirmed by the data collected. 
There are some adjectives that are common to both but there 
are some that are used exclusively by females. 
(ii) Adjective type : 
The females and males used different types of 
adjectives 
for example : 
a) Descriptive adjectives : are those which describes 
shapes, size, colour, taste etc of the nouns that come after 
them like. For example : 
1) Ambreen roz sam ko s a t boje dinaho j a t a tha^ r d i n « 
ko t o ma.t pu :ch iye ekdam kacHe cava.1. gande 
se 2 i : r / e d a l k a r . 
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2) Nazli : 
3) Shamo 
k<^bi s i r f cfal m i l t i t h i ; b>h»t d ino toJt jt^b 
rotji nAhi m i l l na , t o •aez a subst i tyt / ; t p u : r i 
uske s'ath na s abz i t h i : na da l t h i boJLke ekdeua 
kha t t a dahi b i l k u l p^ni s a . 
a b x£r "ap use zyada bura to na kohe' kuch b h i : 
ho vo CLpne hftfl ke l i y e l a r roJia tffa ye b h i : 
koi tuk h ^ ki e :k c h o t i s i k o n t r i ke 
G»genst i t n i haLri boj-i k a n t r i : 2 Icvrne c a l i jae*. 
Descriptive adjectives are used exclusively by 
females in the data collected. 
b) Limit ing adiftf^t i vfts 
example : 
(i) Zahid 
They express certain limiting qualities for 
hamare siniyars home fu:d saplae korte the 
r i fuyuo iz ke l i y e to fiUnin n i s a ke ku^h log 
khana l a t e hi: t h e . 
sOkddam ne v;>r rSkne k i : pesko^ b h i : apne 
baj?e-ku^fi sitTzeuns ko barbad i se boil^ane ke 
liye* k i : . 
In the d a t a c o l l e c t e d l i m i t i n g a d j e c t i v e s were 
used only by males . 
( i i ) Imran 
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c) Pronominal ad.iectives (i.e pronouns used as adjectives) 
for example ; 
(i) Roohi : meri guriya ah t<Mt mere hi pas soti h-ae mere 
hi: sath r£hti h"ae. 
(ii) Ahmar : mf»rw' hftgj-. to m ae kisi ko &hune bhi: noJii deta 
6ahe vo koi bhi ho. 
(iii) Asad: hamare hostils me "akar kuch rifujirz rohe 
the. 
(iv) Azam : phir hamarft ghar se percjil^ s a goue :>r home' 
ghojr 3 ana pa-ra. 
(v) Subuhi : mera ghar dilli me h ae. 
Pronominal adjectives were used by both males and 
females. 
d) Ad.iectives of endearment (which shows affection towards 
someone) for example : 
(i) Nasreen : uske* dge^ i ka kitna kyu: t aidiya tha na. 
(ii) Samina : :»r cSinki b>h>t cui:t l<xgta h»e. 
(iii) Samia : zeba mujhe b^h^t pylri lagti h-»e. 
Adjectives of endearment was exclusively used by 
females. 
e) Adjectives of Approximation 
Females are claimed to use these more than males 
and there is some evidence to confirm this. For example : 
to.qr ik A.h ,qar i : b-q ar i : b ,yi53. ebcun 
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a) Nazli : tum kitne b<aije vapas aogi? 
Iram : t/iari :han e:k b«»-je. 
b) Anis : )^eban m ee voha jaungi 
c) Nazli : tumWara kam kitna rth goya h-»e. 
Saba : bos garirb qari:b xatn ho g«xya h-* 
In the collected data it was the females who used 
the adjectives of approximation. 
(iv) Intensifiers : 
The females used intensifiers more than males 
like; he is so handsome. I an so happy to see you or she is 
very pretty or wow l this is so beautiful. Following are the 
examples from the data collected. The intensifiers seem to 
be from both English and Urdu. 
(a) myself : cx^^ha ye botao piki^ ar lagi k6si. 
Samla : suparb j 
Shano : mujhe to beinteha AJ^ tfhi l<agi ^ d dimpil v:>z 
gar j iy<xs. 
b) Samia : mujhe po.sand h»e srid¥vi dimpil, nayma, 
madhuri bhi pasand thi: par ab m'&ti hT) gai 
h'ae ^r hi:r'o2 me ounil kapu:r, kabi:r bedi, 




c) Nazli : lekin ye to dekho na ke itne arse b'kd uski 
klifi OJiUhi f i l m ' a i h-^e, h-»e na. 
Sadaf : haT mujhe to f i lm »cncl ajnitabh dono hi b=»h.at 
oSiLhfi. l age . 
d) Nazl i : hame f r a i d e i l^ven o'klc^k se poJba tha ke 
kOLrfiyu'. l<»-gne v l l a h^e, v i : vS n-^  -aend 
i m j i e t l i , us taim toil aufin b-sen nohT hui t h i : 
•aend b:>t v^t va v i : g:>t. 
• • • • 
Ambreen : xu :b sopin kctrke l a e . 
e) Nazl i : par p h i r thexrd de se d a r e , r'St me xu:b 
• • • 
f airih ki'. avaze* ati thi. 
f) Nasreen : uske d^di ka kitna kvu:t aidiya tha na. 
g) An is : aj hindustan m"e musolmaTno ka hal b^hot bur a 
h^e. unke liye na hindustan me jagah hae na 
piikistan me. 
Conclusion : 
In the collected data it was noticed that the 
intensifiers were exclusively by females. Ncjff of the males 
used it. 
(v) Possessive Construction : 
In the data collected we noticed that males and 
females used the expressions like mera ghar, tumhara b t, 
hamara hostll. 
Hale - Male 
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( a ) Ahmar 
(b) Zahid 
Z>r t h o r i der bad log bhag bKag kax a gae 
h^mare h o s t i I s me vo sab p u : r e taim hcxmare 
yaha hi raJie. 
hn.m'^re, s i n i v a r s hcune f u:ijl soLplae koxte the 
r i f y u j i : z ke liy'e to amin n i s a ke ^u^h log 
khana l a t e hi t h e . 
( c ) Azam : uske baci h^mare perfcnts home lene ke l i y e 
ane lage ar home ghar j a n a p a r a . 
Female - Female 
a) Roohi : l ek in "amna "apa o r hcaunari vardfens n'S i t n a pyar 
k iya t ha unh"one kch d iya th'S. ke j i s ba&^i ko 
j i t n e p t s e cahiye vo v5rd€n yaT provos t k i s i 
se bhi l e sAkt i hae . 
b) Ambreen : t h i : k hge mujhe t ho ra k'a.ia h^e. 
* 
Sumbul : jr hamari f o tog r^ f s bhi to a goi hovji Y\6i 
Ambreen : v£se mere fo toz alSiJhe ho»\e noh i . 
Conclusion 
Both the males E({1 females used possessive 
constructions while talking on various topics as riots in 
Aligarh and some very general topics. 
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3. WORD RANK 
(i) Reduplication 
Generally the females are said to use reduplicated 
forms more than males. 



















u l t i - s i : d h i 
+ 
+ 
( i i i ) Echo formation Females Males 
?{ae-vae 
khate-pi:te - + 
uthte-bethte ' - + 
^olte-phirte - + 
Conclusion : 
It was noticed that there are some total 
reduplicative forms which are common to both males and 
females but they are mostly used by females. 
Partial reduplicative forms are mostly used by 
males and the females used them very rarely. 
The echo forms were entirely the pregrogative of 
the males.. 
C. LEXICO-GRAMMATICAL STRATUM : LEXIS 
(i) Field range : 
Females and males seem to include different 
lexical sets in their total repertoire, depending on the 
range and kinds of field they are involved in. 
Lakoff's best known example is that of colour 
terms which according to her, are used more confidently by 
females than males. 
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Colour terms Females Males 
tarburzi + 
ran i + -
koLtthai + 
avjurri -»-






gulabi + + 
bhu:ra + + 
pi:la + + 
ni:la + + 
hora + + 
riaran j i + + 
Here females are said to be using various terms to 
indicate colour distinction and are much ahead of males in 
this regard who have very little knowledge and control over 
these colour terms. 
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(ii) Slang : 
Males are generally supposed to use more slangs 
than females, from the data collected Ue rarely noticed very 
many boys using slangs. This could be due to my presence in 
their company. With regard to girls also we did not find 
many slangs. 
The following slangs were seen to be used by 
males: 
Male- male 
( a ) Mansoor : v £ s e t o hftme thoipa s a p a t a t h a k i Sghcr me 
d o p c h a r k^ kuch l«.f r a ho gcj^ ya h ae namaz ke 
b a d . 
Male - Female 
tor dena ( to do well) 
fcxdde miirna (to make guesses) 
panqe lena (to fight) 
gor dena (did not do well) 
(ill) Swearing : 
We noticed that females swear more than males. 
They often use xuda q<\sa.m. Qllah ki qosom. qggam se in the 
following sentences like : 
(a) qasam xuda ki me" to goi hi nahi vdia. 
(b) cillah ki qasflim me jhuith nahi bol rahi. 
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(c) aQsajn se me to dcu: ke mare/xga.i, pu:ri jam nikoj goi 
(iv> Euphenisii : 
Females have a reputation for not saying things 
directly. But in the data collected we did not find any 
euphemism exclusively used by females. For example : 
Males - Females 
)Sha-jana (to excel) 
J^ horna (to exaggerate) 
Following are the euphemism which I have heard in 
Hindi Urdu: 
(b) tor dena (done very well) 
(c) fadde marna (to make guesses) 
(d) gor dena (did not do well) 
Conclusion : 
It is a general belief that females use Euphemism 
more than males. But in the collected data it was not only 
females who used the Euphemisms but certain boys also used 
them. 
(v) Politeness markers 
Although the studies carried out till date reveal 
that females are more polite than males in their speech, in 
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the survey we noticed that the level of politeness in the 
speech of males and females of same age group depend on the 
social relationship of the particpants, i.e. to say that if 
the participants are frank enough with each other then they 
are not as polite as they are with the persons with whom 
they have formal terms. 
They use modal auxiliaries for the politeness 
markers like may. might. could and modal adverbs like 
perhaps, possibly, may be for example : 
Females - Males 
( a ) Shano : ac^ha x£r ye j h u : t h bhi t o ho s ak t a h «e use 
ba.dnam kArne ke liye", hoe nS". 
Amir : dekha apne huma b a j i ye k i t n i b«<.ri f-aen h-ee. 
Female - Female 
( a ) Roohi : £se t o pen£hts ne bohzst k:>pret kiya h >e j o 
bhi "ata tha vo j o ku6h l a soicta tha" l a rojia tha" 
unke j o dimaJ me ae vo j i : p b h a r kor Qjide le 
"ae. 
(b) Saba : miilurm h ae e:k b'kr jojb borsl i t ke din the j ab 
hojn dinot ke liye* g<xe to dekha d a l batri 
bd^hliri goi hve xer khSne b£the hi', the ki 
dekha k i ; v 5 boghSr to t g r raha h *e. 
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Roohi : g£s kar sakti hae vo kya tha. 
(c) Naaz : ap kitni der me fri: ho j'ae'Vi i mujhe kul^ h 
pu.-JShna h'ae "apse 
Male - Male 
(a) Wasif : turn kob paholfeoge voKa? 
Amir : ham to julaiike fcirst vi:k me hi p=>h3l5 sokkte 
•&e. 
Conclusion : 
The females are said to be more polite than 
males. The females are always polite while talking in the 
same-sex conversation. The males are also polilte in mixed-
sex conversation. The females take the help of modal 
auxiliares for the expression of politeness. 
D) PHOHOLOGICAL STRATUM 
Phonological Variants : 
Correct articulation of Perso-Arabic sounds can be 
seen as a Shibboleth to mark the characterstics of standard 
Urdu (Hasnain, 1987). Inspite of the fact that there is no 
corresponding realization in Urdu between all those speech 
sounds which represent Perso-Arabic lineage and the 
corresponding number of graphemes, there is still a 
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convergence at the level of articulation and rendering of 
correct pronunciation of Perso-Arabic sounds like /f/, /S/, 
/Z/, /X/, /q/, / /. The different variant forms of these 





































The variables occur in all the three positions. 
namely: 






I n i t i a l 
f a r i S t a 
Sarm 
zotru ro.t 




tcA^ri : f 
t t h z i . ' b 
cxxbar 
<%qi ."da 
F i n a l 
t a r i : f 





(V) Vari.b aVva de^ 
Out of the six variables mentioned above (f) is 
seen to be used by boys and girls. With regard to the 
remaining five variables it was observed that the boys were 
less concerned with the correct articulation of these 
variables and their speech had more instances of the variant 
forms in comparison with girls. 
The following table shows the percentage of 
occurence/non-occurence of these variables by females and 
males. 
Table 
! in % 
Sex 1 (S) 1 <Z) 1 (X) 1 (q) ! (V) 
ih [S] [Z] [j] [X3 [K] [Kh] [q] [K] [Kh] [V] [g] [gh] 
Female 96 4 84 16 44 20 36 54 28 18 70 24 6 
Male 70 30 56 44 24 26 50 40 42 18 38 40 22 
A diagram has been made to establish a 
relationship between the use of these variables and sex. The 
horizontal axis represents males and females while the 
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(i) Switch in variables : 
The switch in variables i.e. the use of different 
variant forms in different contexts has been observed here. 
Depending upon the contexts i.e. [+formal] [-formal] 
[+Religious3 [-Religious] and the nature of words being 
used. Both boys and girls switched from one variant form to 
another. When the context was religious the variant forms 
were reduced and the rendering of correct pronunciation was 
seen. With regard to words which have strong religious 
connotations, both boys and girls correctly used the 
variables present in those words. For example : 
Words Females Males 
qoran + + 
nounaz + + 
ro'za + + 
(ii) Breaking of consonant clusters : 
For many sociolinguists, the retention or 
simplification of clusters has, among other things, social 
significance in commuication. They believe that the "degree 
of formality and informality is signalled by (choice of)... 
constant clusters (Gumperz and Nairn, 1960: 116). 
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Besides the degree of formality-informality the 
use of certain clusters is also dependent upon the speakers 
exposure to high Urdu (i.e Persianized or Arabicized Urdu) 
or his knowledge of English etc. Infact, a small use of 
clusters is attributed by some to uneducated low prestige 
(Gumperz & Nairn 1960:112). 
Several possibilities have been suggested by 
different linguists over the question of representing 
variant pronunciation of clusters is a grammar (Ohala 1983: 
51-54). Some considered the deleted form as basic and 
advocated its entry into the lexicon while others considered 
inserted forms as the ones which are learnt first and hence 
to be entered in the lexicon. Both boys and girls were seen 
to be breaking the consonant clusters in their casual 
speech. However these are maintained in careful sppeech for 
example : 





















unovjr umr ' a g e ' 
r a q a m ra.qm ' m o n e y ' 
qcK.ta.1 qOLtl ' k i l l i n g 




The present study was carried out with a view to 
findng out the difference between female's speech and male's 
speech. 
Female's speech is considered to be different from 
male's speech not because of their sex but because of their 
inferior position in the society and because of the double 
standards prevailing in the society. In fact, with regard to 
the use of hedges Holmes (1990) has rightly pointed out that 
the use of hedges in the repertoire of females is a 
reflection of their inferior position. The data collected 
here also suggest the preponderant use of hedges by Urdu 
speaking females. 
Emanating from double standard attitudes are the 
notions like conservatism and innovation. Females are, on 
the one hand said to be conservative, and on the other hand, 
they are blamed for not bringing innovation in language. As 
part of their conservatism the females, unlike males, are 
expected to preserve and propogate the standard forms. This 
conservatism may be seen here also particularly with regard 
to the use of phonological variants and polite forms. It has 
been observed that the variant forms used by females are 
less as compared to the males. The number of variant forms 
like [q], [Kh], [g], etc in the casual or reflected speech 
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of the males is quite high. Even the frequency of switching 
of these variant forms depending upon the context is much 
reduced among the females. With regard to the use of polite 
expressions, although they are present in the repertoire of 
both males and females, it is the females who are expected 
to observe them more as compared to the males. Besides the 
polite expression which are common to both, the male's 
speech is also marked by the use of aggressive command-
oriented expressions. This presence of the polite 
expressions in the repertoire of both males and females and 
the frequent use of variant forms by both sexes may be 
because of the age factor. They both have a similar 
opportunity of education and share the experiences arising 
from the milieu outside their home. Hence the common 
indulgence in the use of both phonological variants and 
polite expressions is natural. However the difference in the 
use of these variables in question may be attributed to the 
unsaid belief and understanding among the females with 
regard to their "expected" behaviour. 
It is generally believed that females are more 
status conscious than males because their lifestyle confers 
very little status in itself, hence they were expected to 
talk less or rather keep silent. But nowadays it has been 
observed that females are not as status conscious as they 
were in the past. Today they also talk a lot, discuss not 
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their hobbies alone, but issues which are related to topics 
of contemporary interest and they even raise their tones in 
course of discussion with a view to asserting their points 
of view which are all much against the strictures passed 
earlier on them. 
Generally it is seen that females basically learn 
to do two things with speech : 
1. To create and maintain relationship of closeness and 
equality. They recognise the speech rights of others, let 
others to speak and do not infringe upon others turn. They 
do not try to grab the floor by unnecessarily interrupting 
the speech of others as compared to the males. Their 
cooperative attitude and active involvement in the 
conversation which are evident from their use of back-
channel noises, minimal responses help them maintain 
relationship of closeness. 
2. To criticize others in acceptable ways i.e., even if they 
do not agree to something they do not become aggressve in 
order to prove their own point as compared to the males who 
normally snub the females and even cut their conversations 
short when they are not able to prove their own point. 
The males, on the other hand, use the speech in two 
major ways : 
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1. To assert one's position of dominance i.e. they always 
want to dominate on others, even through speech. The use of 
speech for the expression of dominance is the most straight 
forward and probably the best documented socio-linguistic 
pattern in males peer group. 
The males seem to be less cooperative in 
conversation. They also reject the topics raised by females 
and at times snub them or even cut their conversation short 
if they are unable to prove their own point. By perceiving 
themselves to be protector or saviour of the helpless ones 
they sometimes indulge in saving the females from the 
derisive comments of the other members of the conversing 
group. This false perception renders the feeling of 
superiority and dominance over the females. This dominance 
may also be seen from the manner in which agent is deleted. 
It can be seen from the data that males do not acknowledge 
the presence of females in their speech and delete the 
agents if the subject is a female. 
2. To assert oneself when other speakers have the 
floor i.e. while the other person is still speaking they 
will interrupt and try to grab the floor which the females 
never do. 
Interruptions and overlaps the two irregularities 
in the turn taking rules of conversation may may be seen to 
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be present more anong the males as compared to the females. 
The males interrupted and overlapped the speech of females 
as well as males. In case of females they did not interrupt 
the speech of males. However with regard to the same-sex 
group conversation, both interruptions and overlaps may be 
seen, although the degree of irregularities is different. 
The aspect of dominance has emerged strongly from 
the analysis of the data. As part of their cultural 
stereotypes and beliefs embedded in the communicative 
competence, the males speech behaviour is marked by the 
presence of condescension, belittlement and topic control 
over and above the interruptions and overlaps. The dominance 
may also be seen from the use of commands, sentence length, 
sentence incompleteness, back-channel noises and minimal 
responses. Even agent deletion as seen in the data, clearly 
highlights this aspect of dominance among the males. 
The male's speech is marked by the presence of 
certain explicit commands used purposely in order to express 
their dominance, for example : 
Ahmad : Oujcha ^up ho jab mttumse ba"t nohi kfiirna ^Shta 
On the other hand, the females's speech is marked 
by the use of modalised interrogatives, for example, 
Sana : suno iske bad kva ham log /^ min ni?ga nrx^ei^^f^ 
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In case of sentence length and sentence 
incompleteness generally it is females who have to leave the 
sentences incomplete or even use short sentences because the 
males through their interruptions or overlaps or topic 
control force them to do so. They interrupt so much that 
usually the females have to leave their sentences incomplete. 
Me also notice from the data collected that 
females use back channel noises while the males do not use 
them. This may be due to two reasons : 
1. Females are cooperative in the conversation that is why 
they use back channel noise like hmm. mm to show their 
cooperation and allow the conversation to further continue. 
2. This may also be due to the fact that males don't let 
them speak too much and infringe upon their turn to speak. 
If the back-channel noises are used, they may be interpreted 
as an indicator of their involvement and cooperative 
attitude. 
Both men and women are said to use minimal 
responses as iiK, ha, n, but use it in different ways. The 
male usages of minimal responses display lack of interest. 
The monosyllabic responses merely filled a turn at a point 
where it needed to be filled for example, man's response im 
after a lengthy remark of a woman is neither to encourage 
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her not to elaborate. Such Biinimal responses operate to 
discourage interactions. 
Women's use of minimal responses on the other 
hand, was as "Support work". This insertion throughout the 
stream of talks rather than at the end indicate that they 
are constantly attending to what is said, that they are 
demonstrating their participation, their interest in the 
interaction and in the speaker. 
It is also a part of their dominance that they 
delete the agents if it is females. They do not want to 
acknowledge the presence of the females and even the work 
done by them. For example, the use of expressions like :-
Amir : kya kysi banega kotl ke l i y e 
or 
Ahmad : khana ban jaega 
Males and females seem to have different topics of 
discourse. In mixed-sex group conversaton the females seem 
to be cooperative and they show their active involvement in 
the conversation while the males reject the topics raised by 
females and impose their own topics. They cooperate less if 
the females try to initiate the conversation and they even 
cut short their conversation. 
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Although the females are said to be using tag 
questions more than males, the analysis of the data 
indicates that the males also used the tag questions. To 
what extent this may be treated as a reflection of their 
unsure state of disposition is difficult to establish at the 
moment. However, at the face value this may be suggested 
that even males are not sure of what they are saying and 
they also need the confirmation and assurance as much as the 
females require. 
Possessive construction like mera. h cumara were 
also used equally by both males and females. 
With regard to modals and hedges, for example i£j-
SSKB., .1lhtl ho, mere xyal se, j aj^^ban. x&.r etc. although 
modals are seen in male's speech, hedges are conspicuously 
marked by their absence in the repertoire of the males. As 
pointed out earlier, the presence of hedges in the 
repertoire of the females marks the inferior social position 
which females enjoy in the society. 
Generally females are said to have reduplicated 
forms more than males and it was confirmed by the data that 
reduplication was used more by females than males. However 
with regard to partial reduplicated forms and echo forms, 
the former was used by males more than the females, while 
the latter was completely missing in the repertoire of the 
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females. This may be because females generally do not use 
the non-standard forms and the males do use them and since 
the echo-forms are a part of non-standard variety, they are 
not used by females. 
It is also believed that females use more 
adjective than males. From the collected data one may find 
certain adjectives which are common to both but there are 
some adjectives which are exclusive to the females. For 
example : 
1. Adjectives of endearment, e.g. pyara. kyuit etc. 
2. Adjectives of approximation, e.g q/lri .b-q/iri :b. 
taqri:b<».n 
3. Descriptive adjectives, e.g bahat-bAra. khcttta dQ.hI etc 
which were used exclusively by females. On the other hand 
adjectives such as kuch-log. b?h;at log were seen to be 
exclusively used by males. 
Even the intensifiers like brthot fl^^ha. beinteha 
xubsurat were also seen to be exclusively used by females. 
In field range females and males seem to include 
different lexical items in their total verbal repertoire 
depending on the range and kinds of field in which they are 
involved. For example there are certain colour terms which 
are common to both such as lal. ho,ra. ni: la. pi: la etc but 
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there some colour terms as rfini, ujjia, fiyasLi etc which are 
exclusively used by females. This may be because the females 
are more sensitive towards things as they observe things 
very minutely in comparison to males. 
It is generally believed that the females use 
euphemisms more than males but in the data collected may be 
seen to be used by both males and females. Even the slangs, 
which are generally believed to be the field of males and 
therefore, are expected to be used by them alone are, 
contrary to this belief, used by females as well. Here again 
the age, similar opportunity of education, and identical 
environment being shared by both the sex groups may be 
considered to be the raison d' etre for the use euphemisms 
and slangs by both females and males. 
Swearing which is a reflection of insecurity and 
therefore solicits confirmation is seen to be used 
exclusively by females. 
Females are said to be more polite than males. 
They are polite in same-sex group conversation as well as in 
mixed-sex group conversation. On the other hand males are 
not very much polite in same-sex group conversation. The 
females use the modals as sakti . ho stlkta hat- mumkin ^^ :j^  as 
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